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CAN YOU HEAR ME LATER AND
BELIEVE ME NOW? BEHAVIORAL LAW
AND ECONOMICS OF CHRONIC
REPEATED AMBIENT ACOUSTIC
POLLUTION CAUSING NOISE-INDUCED
(HIDDEN) HEARING LOSS
PETER H. HUANG∗ AND KELLY J. POORE∗∗
ABSTRACT
This Article analyzes the public health issues of Noise-Induced
Hearing Loss (“NIHL”) and Noise-Induced Hidden Hearing Loss
(“NIHHL”) due to Chronic Repeated Ambient Acoustic Pollution
(“CRAAP”). This Article examines the clinical and empirical medical data
about NIHL and NIHHL and its normative implications. It applies
behavioral law and economics and information economics to advance
legal policies to reduce CRAAP. Finally, this Article advocates changing
individual and social attitudes about deafness and hearing loss to raise
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political awareness and social consciousness about NIHL and NIHHL.
One way to change our attitudes is by practicing compassion, empathy,
and kindness, including Loving-Kindness Mindfulness (“LKM”)
meditation.
KEYWORDS
Noise-Induced Hearing Loss, Noise-Induced Hidden Hearing Loss,
Chronic Repeated Ambient Acoustic Pollution, Behavioral Law and
Economics, Information Economics, Consciousness-Raising Role of Laws,
Aspirational Law, Audism, Ableism, Attitudes, Attitude-Changing Role of
Laws, Compassion, Empathy, Kindness, Loving-Kindness Mindfulness
Meditation
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I. INTRODUCTION

The catchphrase “can you hear me now” is part of the American
popular cultural vocabulary due to a series of memorable Verizon
Wireless television commercials.1 These television spots ran from 2002 to

1
Verizon
Wireless,
Test
Man
Launch,
YOUTUBE
(Jan.
26,
2009),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPwPo-IAQ-E (showing the first Verizon Wireless
television commercial that Jesse Peretz directed in 2002).
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2011 featuring actor Paul Marcarelli wearing horn-rimmed glasses and
uttering the famous question as Verizon’s “Test Man” character.2 The
unnamed “can you hear me now” character “transcended the commercial
and became a punchline for political speeches, editorial cartoons and latenight humor.”3 Another part of American collective consciousness is a
similar catchphrase, “hear me now and believe me later,” from a recurring
sketch called “Pumping Up with Hans & Franz” on the popular NBC late
night television show Saturday Night Live.4 Comedians Dana Carvey and
Kevin Nealon made famous the memorable fictional characters Hans and
Franz, who were Austrian body building brothers and supposedly cousins
of Arnold Schwarzenegger, the famous Austrian-American actor,
filmmaker, former professional bodybuilder, politician, and the 38th
Governor of the golden state of California.5
This Article’s main title, Can You Hear Me Later and Believe Me
Now? is our playful concatenation of these well-known catchphrases to
memorably introduce a serious and timely public health issue: Chronic
Repeated Ambient Acoustic Pollution (“CRAAP”) causing Noise-Induced
Hearing Loss (“NIHL”) and Noise-Induced Hidden Hearing Loss
(“NIHHL”).6 Our introduction of the acronym CRAAP is also our modest
way of paying homage to Pace University Elisabeth Haub School of Law
Professor Jill Gross,7 for her creative, empirical research8 to solve a real-

2
Theresa Howard, “Can You Hear Me Now?” A Hit, USA TODAY (Feb. 22, 2004),
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/advertising/adtrack/2004-02-22-track-verizon_xhtm.
3
Marc Jampole, Is the “Can You Hear Me?” Guy More Famous Than Spencer Tracy or
Christopher Marlow?, OPEDGE (June 6, 2016), https://www.jampole.com/blog/is-the-can-youhear-me-guy-more-famous-than-spencer-tracy-or-christopher-marlow/. Ironically, these days,
the “can you hear me now” guy is a paid spokesperson for Sprint! Edward C. Baig, Verizon’s
“Can You Hear Now” Guy Now at Sprint, USA TODAY (June 5, 2016),
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/baig/2016/06/05/verizons-can-you-hear-menow-guy-now-sprint/85458446/.
4
See, e.g., State Farm, All-time Modern Favorite TV Ad Hans und Franz State Farm
Commercial, YOUTUBE (Oct. 5, 2014), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXYLk_qJm0w
(presenting Hans & Franz characters in State Farm Insurance television commercial with NFL
quarterback Aaron Rodgers).
5
Id.
6
We did not coin the acronyms NIHL and NIHHL, as they already existed in the medical
literature. See, e.g., Noise-Induced Hearing Loss, NAT’L INST. ON DEAFNESS OTHER COMMC’N
DISORDERS (last updated May 31, 2019), https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/noise-inducedhearing-loss; Wei Wei et al., RNA-seq Profiling and Co-expression Network Analysis of Long
Noncoding RNAs and mRNAs Reveal Novel Pathogenesis of Noise-induced Hidden Hearing
Loss, 434 NEUROSCI. 120, 120 (2020).
7
Professor Jill Gross, Faculty, PACE UNIV. ELISABETH HAUB SCH. L.,
https://law.pace.edu/faculty/jill-gross (last visited Oct. 20, 2020).
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world problem that she noticed about small claims arbitration before the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) by patiently and
repeatedly “lobbying FINRA to reform its arbitration code governing
small claims.”9 Professor Gross introduced the acronym CRAPP, which
stands for “Credibility, Repetition, Actual Evidence, Publish, and
Patience,” as an element of her strategy to reform a particular type of
Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”).10 As Gross notes, the CRAPP
method “should work not just for ADR reform, but for any proposed
change to public policy, the law, or people’s views.”11 Our Article follows
in her footsteps to propose ideas about how to change people’s attitudes
and behavior. The first part of this Article’s main title, “Can You Hear Me
Later?,” emphasizes the cumulative, delayed nature of NIHL and NIHHL
over years of CRAAP. The second part of this Article’s main title, “and
Believe Me Now?,” emphasizes the importance of individuals and
society—believing the clinical and empirical medical data now and taking
cost-justified precautions now.
Like the movie title, “Snakes on A Plane,”12 our Article’s subtitle,
“Behavioral Law and Economics of Chronic Repeated Ambient Acoustic
Pollution Causing Noise-Induced (Hidden) Hearing Loss,” is descriptively
accurate.13 More importantly,
the subtitle signals this Article’s
interdisciplinary approach, drawing on research in (neoclassical,
behavioral, and information) economics; (administrative, case-based, and
statutory environmental, property, and tort) law; marketing; neuroscience;
and (cognitive and social) psychology. The behavioral sciences, especially
behavioral economics,14 are particularly relevant for the public health
issues of NIHL and NIHHL because of a temporal mismatch between

8

See generally Jill I. Gross & Barbara Black, When Perception Changes Reality: An Empirical
Study of Investors' Views of the Fairness of Securities Arbitration, 2008 J. DISP. RESOL. 349
(2008) (conducting an empirical analysis of securities ADR participants’ perceptions of the
process).
9
Jill Gross, AT&T Mobility and the Future of Small Claims Arbitration, 41 SW. L. REV. 47, 7176 (2012).
10
Jill Gross, CRAPP: A Strategy for Dispute Resolution Reform, INDISPUTABLY (July 25,
2019), http://indisputably.org/2019/07/crapp-a-strategy-for-dispute-resolution-reform/.
11
Id.
12
SNAKES ON A PLANE (Mutual Film Company 2006).
13
Unlike that movie title, our subtitle is neither pithy, nor rolls off the tongue.
14
Jodi Beggs, Homer Economicus or Homer Sapiens, in HOMER ECONOMICUS: THE SIMPSONS
AND ECONOMICS 161 (Joshua Hall ed., 2014) (providing an introduction to behavioral
economics utilizing the animated television program The Simpsons).
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costs and benefits.15 NIHL and NIHHL caused by CRAAP have
significant health and monetary costs in the future.16 NIHL and NIHHL
caused by CRAAP can be mitigated if individuals and society take costjustified precautions now.
Most of us are familiar with the experience of having trouble hearing
ourselves or our companions at some restaurant meals due to the loud
ambient din in that restaurant, often in conjunction with loud background
music. According to a recent Zagat State of American Dining Report, 25
percent of restaurant patrons feel that noise is the most irritating aspect of
eating out.17 Similar experiences of commonplace hearing difficulties
occur when attending such events as rock concerts or monster truck rallies,
dancing in nightclubs, frequenting bars, returning rental cars at airports,
and riding snowmobiles. Other potential everyday sources of loud ambient
noises include airplanes, blenders, bulldozers, helicopters, jackhammers,
lawnmowers, leaf blowers, movie theaters, motorcycles, sirens, snow
blowers, snowmakers, subways, trains, waiting music during phone calls,
and woodworking tools. A recent study by thirteen-year old Nora
Keegan18 found that “many hand dryers operate at levels far louder
than their manufacturers claim and at levels that are clearly dangerous to
children’s hearing.”19 As Keegan observes, kids’ “ears are more sensitive
to damage from loud sounds than adult ears.”20 These situations illustrate
the prevalence and ubiquitous nature of CRAAP.

15
See, e.g., Tanit Ganz Sanchez et al., Tinnitus is Associated with Reduced Sound Level
Tolerance in Adolescents with Normal Audiograms and Otoacoustic Emissions, 6 SCI. RPT.
27109 (2016) (finding that risky listening habits in adolescence led to NIHL that worsens
hearing later in life); McMaster Univ., Evidence of hearing damage in teens prompts
researchers’
warning,
A M.
ASS’N
ADVANCEMENT
SCI.
(June
6,
2016),
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2016-06/mu-eoh060316.php.
16
See, e.g., Penny E. Mohr et al., The Societal Costs of Severe to Profound Hearing Loss in the
United States, 16 INT’L J. TECH. ASSESSMENT HEALTH CARE 1120 (2000) (estimating the social
costs to severe and profound hearing loss over an individual’s life).
17
Zagat Staff, The State of American Dining in 2016, ZAGAT (JAN. 26, 2016),
https://www.zagat.com/b/the-state-of-american-dining-in-2016.
18
Susan Bannister, Can Electric Hand Dryers Hurt Your Hearing? HAVE YOU HEARD?, NAT’L
INST. HEALTH (Sept. 10, 2019), https://www.noisyplanet.nidcd.nih.gov/have-you-heard/canelectric-hand-dryers-hurtyourhearing?utm_source=NIDCD_NPeblast&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=FallNwsLtr
Sept19.
19
Nora Louise Keegan, Children Who Say Hand Dryers ‘Hurt My Ears’ Are Correct: A RealWorld Study Examining the Loudness of Automated Hand Dryers in Public Places, PEDIATRICS
& CHILD HEALTH 1 (June 17, 2019).
20
Id. at 3.
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Many Americans experience hearing loss. The first national estimates
of hearing loss in the U.S. population based on audiometric data and wellcharacterized representative sample found that approximately 30
million—or 12.7 percent of Americans 12 years or older—had bilateral
hearing loss from 2001-2008. This estimate increased to 48.1 million, or
20.3 percent, when also including individuals with unilateral hearing
loss.21 In other words, in the population of people who are twelve years
and older in the United States, about one in eight has bilateral hearing loss,
and about one in five has unilateral hearing loss. The prevalence of
hearing loss will only increase as our population ages.22
This Article is organized as follows. Section II relates the genesis of
this Article because of its atypical co-authorship that is the result of a
collaboration between a high school senior with Deaf parents and a
business chair law school professor. We capitalize the word “Deaf” in
front of Kelly’s parents because the uncapitalized word “deaf” refers to an
individual who does not hear, while the capitalized word “Deaf” refers to
an individual who does not hear and is involved in the cultural Deaf
community. Section II also details the clinical and empirical medical data
about health consequences, distributional inequities, and monetary costs of
NIHL and NIHHL due to exposure to CRAAP. The public health issues
raised by NIHL and NIHHL, having resulted from years of being exposed
to CRAAP, are myriad and vastly underappreciated by most people today.
Section III explains the latest behavioral law and economics research
about how to achieve legal, political, and social change and applies that
research to analyze alternative legal and policy responses to reduce the
prevalence of CRAAP causing NIHL and NIHHL. Section III also
advocates changing people’s and society’s attitudes towards deafness and
hearing loss. We conclude with a call to action to address tomorrow’s
public health problems that will materialize when a generation of elderly
Americans, who were exposed to rampant, unregulated CRAAP in their
youths, experience NIHL and NIHHL. Our sincere hope is that our readers
learn to appreciate how impactful NIHL and NIHHL due to CRAAP are to
the lives of those affected, their families, their friends, and society-atlarge. One way towards a more inclusive society is to foster caring,
compassion, empathy, and kindness, including through the practice of
Loving-Kindness Mindfulness (“LKM”) meditation.

21

Frank R. Lin et al., Hearing Loss Prevalence in the United States, 171 ARCHIVES INTERNAL
MED. 1851, 1851-52 (2011).
22
Id. at 1851.
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II. NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS (NIHL) AND NOISEINDUCED HIDDEN HEARING LOSS (NIHHL)


Retired Los Angeles doctor and noise activist Daniel Fink recently
presented a paper, Disability Rights Aspects of Ambient Noise for People
with Auditory Disorders Under the Americans with Disabilities Act.23
Fink’s paper compellingly argues that loud restaurant ambient noise
violates Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) of 1990:
Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability by Public Accommodations
and in Commercial Facilities.24 The most frequent concern about
restaurants in the Washington, D.C. area is the din of loud ambient noise,
as opposed to the bad food, rude, poor or slow service, high prices, small
portions, or tipping etiquette.25 Washington Post food critic, Tom
Sietsema, even provides readers with decibel count information in his
restaurant reviews in an attempt to shame restaurants into addressing the
ambient noise pollution prevalent in those restaurants.26
Noisy restaurants have unfortunately become the norm, and in fact,
the “progressive volume increase caused by the reverberation of sound
inside an enclosed space has a name: ‘the café effect.’”27 CRAAP causes
universal public health issues, which are not limited to the United States.
Svante Borjesson, the director general of the Oír es Clave Foundation, an
organization that works with people with hearing problems, notes that
“Spain is the second loudest country in the world after Japan. . . . Noise

23
Daniel Fink, Disability Rights Aspects of Ambient Noise for People with Auditory Disorders
Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, 31 PROC. MEETINGS ACOUSTICS 015001 (Dec. 28,
2017), https://asa.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1121/2.0000657; see also Joyce Cohen, For Those
with Hearing Impairments, Restaurant Noise Isn’t Just an Irritation. It’s Discrimination, WASH.
POST (June 17, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/food/for-those-with-hearingimpairments-restaurant-noise-isnt-just-an-irritation-its-discrimination/2019/06/14/0223d7228def-11e9-adf3-f70f78c156e8_storyhtml; Debra Cassens Weiss, Are Loud Restaurants an ADA
Violation for People with Hearing Impairment? ABA J. (June 19, 2019, 9:18 AM),
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/are-loud-restaurants-an-ada-violation-for-people-withhearing-impairment.
24
42 U.S.C. §§ 12181–12189 (2018).
25
Tom Sietsema, No Appetite for Noise, WASH. POST (Apr. 6, 2008),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/04/01/AR2008040102210_pf.html.
26
Jeremy Hobson, Are Restaurants Getting Too Loud?, WBUR: HERE & NOW (JAN. 24, 2019),
https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2019/01/24/restaurants-getting-too-loud; Tom Sietsema,
Revealing Raucous Restaurants, WASH. POST (Apr. 6, 2008).
27
Raquel Piñeiro, Turning Down the Volume in Spain’s Noisy Bars and Restaurants, EL PAIS
(Nov.
24,
2015),
https://english.elpais.com/elpais/2015/11/19/inenglish/1447942855_367793.html.
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and acoustic pollution have an effect on our everyday life and negatively
impacts everyone, not just those with hearing problems.”28 Our Article
advances the view that CRAAP causes many presently underappreciated
future public health problems including NIHL and NIHHL for many
currently hearing people. The remainder of this Section discusses the
genesis of this Article and analyzes the clinical and empirical medical data
about NIHL and NIHHL in terms of its normative implications.
A. ARTICLE GENESIS
This Article results from conversations between the two co-Authors
regarding our shared interests about deafness and hearing loss. Kelly is
hearing and has a Deaf father and a Deaf mother (with bilateral cochlear
implants). Kelly identifies as a former KODA, and a recent CODA. The
acronyms KODA and CODA stand for Kids of d/Deaf29 Adults and
Children of d/Deaf Adults,30 with the only difference between KODAs and
CODAs being their age.31 KODAs are hearing children under eighteen
years old of d/Deaf parents; CODAs are hearing adult children of d/Deaf
parents.
Millie Brother is a CODA who coined the term to refer to hearing
offspring of Deaf parent(s).32 In 1983, Brother founded CODA,
International, a non-profit organization,33 based on her graduate school
research at Gallaudet University34 (a liberal arts university in Washington,

28

Id.
Ahmed Khalifa, What’s the Difference Between Deaf with Capital ‘D’ and deaf with small
‘d’? HEAR ME OUT! (Dec. 29, 2018), https://hearmeoutcc.com/capital-d-small-d-deaf/
(explaining the difference between Deaf and deaf in terms of identity and inclusion with the
Deaf community).
30
Children of Deaf Adults, Inc., https://www.coda-international.org/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2020).
31
Jamie Berke, KODA Organization for Kids With Deaf Parents, VERYWELL HEALTH (Mar. 19,
2018), https://www.verywellhealth.com/kids-of-deaf-adults-1046743.
32
Millie Brother, Founder of CODA, Messages from our Founder and President, CODA-INT’L,
https://www.coda-international.org/milliebrother (last visited Oct. 20, 2020).
33
Id.
34
Mission and Goals, GALLAUDET UNIV.,
https://www.gallaudet.edu/academic-catalog/about-gallaudet/mission-and-goals (last visited Oct.
20, 2020) (explaining that Gallaudet University “federally chartered in 1864, is a bilingual,
diverse, multicultural institution of higher education that ensures the intellectual and
professional advancement of deaf and hard of hearing individuals through American Sign
Language and English”).
29
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D.C. with a wide range of majors, including Deaf Studies). Deaf U,35 a
Netflix documentary series of eight episodes (each about twenty minutes),
follows a close-knit group of students coming-of-age at Gallaudet and
illustrates the diversity of Gallaudet’s students (half of which are
BIPOC).36 Inclusive Deaf Studies strive for “a more expansive, nuanced,
and interdisciplinary approach that encompasses the many ways deaf
people live” and “encompass[es] diverse deaf people—diverse in
communication, culture, race, and ethnicity.”37
Kelly attended Camp Mark Seven, the first KODA camp established
in 1981, as a camper in the summer of 2018 and a Counselor-In-Training
in the summer of 2019. KODA Camp at Camp Mark Seven is a place
where KODAs can meet other similarly situated kids from all over the
world, providing them with a better sense of belonging that they might
not feel in their everyday “hearing world.”38 At Camp Mark Seven, Kelly
developed many friendships with her fellow KODA campers and
counselors. She has many fond memories of the times that she spent
immersed in the culture of the Deaf community. Like most CODAs, she
identifies as being a member of two cultures, continually navigating both
the Deaf and hearing worlds; comfortable in both, yet not fully part of
either. Kelly’s CODA experiences provide a third perspective: balancing
her Deaf and hearing viewpoints. Kelly’s experiences as a teenage camper
and counselor of a summer KODA camp have been transformative.
Kelly’s positive memories from Camp Mark Seven have changed Kelly
through connection (to fellow CODAs); inclusion (from being more
involved with the Deaf community and enhancing her ability to
communicate with Deaf individuals); insight (about being a CODA); and
pride (in herself, her parents, and fellow CODAs).39

35
Matt Blitz, New Netflix Documentary Series ‘Deaf U’ Stars Gallaudet University Students,
DCIST (July 24. 2020), https://dcist.com/story/20/07/24/dc-gallaudet-university-deaf-studentsnetflix-series-show/.
36
Kristen Lopez, Netflix’s ‘Deaf U’ Wants to Break Boundaries and Showcase Deaf Culture,
INDIEWIRE (Aug. 4. 2020), https://www.indiewire.com/2020/08/deaf-u-deaf-culture-on-displaynetflix-series-1234577933/.
37
Jane K. Fernandes & Shirley Shultz Myers, Inclusive Deaf Studies: Barriers and Pathways,
15 J. DEAF STUD. & DEAF EDUC. 17, 17 (2009); see also Shirley Shultz Myers & Jane K.
Fernandes, Deaf Studies: A Critique of the Predominant U.S. Theoretical Direction, 15 J. DEAF
STUD. & DEAF EDUC. 30 (2009).
38
About Camp Mark Seven, CAMP MARK SEVEN, http://campmark7.org/ (last visited Oct. 20,
2020).
39
CHIP HEATH & DEAN HEATH, THE POWER OF MOMENTS: WHY CERTAIN EXPERIENCES
HAVE EXTRAORDINARY IMPACT (2017).
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The other co-Author is a professor and the inaugural DeMuth Chair
of business law at the University of Colorado, Boulder.40 Peter is hearing
and has a different set of bicultural experiences, namely that of being an
American Born Chinese (“ABC”). Peter understands Mandarin fluently
and speaks a “country, hillbilly” dialect version of Mandarin that his
maternal grandma spoke and taught him while co-raising him. Peter has
written much elsewhere about his unique experiences as an ABC who
began his undergraduate degree at Princeton University at age fourteen
and his graduate degree at Harvard University in applied mathematics at
age seventeen. 41
Since his early childhood, Peter frequently experiences anxiety,
depression, insomnia, and mood swings.42 He has been clinically
diagnosed with Generalized Anxiety Disorder (“GAD”), Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder (“OCD”), and Circadian Rhythm Sleep Disorder,
Delayed Sleep Phase Type. Peter has written extensively about how
practicing mindfulness helps him to be more emotionally intelligent,
achieve sustainable happiness, and manage his GAD and OCD by giving
himself a time-out, slowing him down, and effectively calming himself
down.43
Peter believes that it is a societal tragedy that many people neither
speak the languages of mathematics,44 nor feel comfortable with the
cultures of mathematics,45 including some law students46 and lawyers.47
Many refuse to learn how to become conversant in the languages of



   
 
   
     
        !"#$% &'() 
()()*
41
Peter H. Huang, Tiger Cub Strikes Back: Memoirs of an Ex-Child Prodigy About Legal
Education and Parenting, 1 BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. 297 (2012).
42
K 
, Hot n Cold, on O   (Capitol 2008).
43
Peter H. Huang, Adventures in Higher Education, Happiness, and Mindfulness, 7 BRIT. J. AM.
LEGAL STUD. 425 (2018); see also +               
%,,()-.*.
44
See, e.g., BEN ORLIN, MATH WITH BAD DRAWINGS: ILLUMINATING THE IDEAS THAT SHAPE
OUR REALITY (2018); see also Ben Orlin, Math with Bad Drawings,
https://mathwithbaddrawings.com/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2020).
45
See, e.g., EUGENIA CHENG, HOW TO BAKE PI: AN EDIBLE EXPLORATION OF THE
MATHEMATICS OF MATHEMATICS (2016); KEVIN HOUSTON, HOW TO THINK LIKE A
MATHEMATICIAN: A COMPANION TO UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS (2009).
46
Arden Rowell & Jessica Bregant, Numeracy and Legal Decision Making, 46 ARIZ. ST. L.J.
191 (2014).
47
Lisa Milot, Illuminating Innumeracy, 63 CASE W. L. REV. 769 (2013).
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mathematics,48 or become familiar with the cultures of mathematics.49
Peter often laments about our societal indifference towards, and perpetual
misunderstanding about numeracy, let alone mathematics. All three of the
main languages of business,50 namely accounting, economics, and finance,
require at least numeracy and often mathematical fluency. Peter has
written elsewhere about being a part of the cultures of an undergraduate
mathematics major, mathematics economics graduate student, economics
department faculty, finance department faculty, and law school faculty.51
Peter is engaged in research applying behavioral economics,52 happiness,53
and mindfulness54 to study law,55 law students,56 lawyers,57 and society.58
Although hearing, Peter appreciates the bicultural duality that is part of
being a KODA/CODA. Peter has taken several courses in (and
unfortunately forgotten a lot of) American Sign Language (“ASL”). Peter
also remembers taking in seventh grade a required academic year-long
course titled General Language, which included Latin, Spanish, French,
German, Russian, and Esperanto (a constructed language introduced by
Dr. L. L. Zamenhof to allow “people with different native languages to
communicate as equals”).59 The General Language course was intended to

48

See, e.g., JOHN ALLEN PAULOS, INNUMERACY: MATHEMATICAL ILLITERACY AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES (2001).
49
See, e.g., JO BOALER, MATHEMATICAL MINDSETS: UNLEASHING STUDENTS’ POTENTIAL
THROUGH CREATIVE MATH, INSPIRING MESSAGES AND INNOVATIVE TEACHINGS (2015).
50
Corporate Finance Institute™, The Language of Business – Do You Speak It?
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/accounting-language-ofbusiness/.
51
Huang, supra note 41.

       
 !" !  # 
$  %  
! & '( !%  #  (( /01-2.%()-3*

   ,40
'        )$$
2#5/##6%()-)*

       
     *$ "   +( 
,   $ ##, $6%()-3*

       
 ,   !$      -)2  
,   #)%())2*

    0, 1 ' - %  !$ $ "( 
, 3(3%()-#*
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provide its students with cultural and linguistic proficiency to permit
command and ease of communication.
Peter recently rededicated himself to learning ASL through
SignSchool, a free, comprehensive, video-based, and fun online platform
including a dictionary and learning games, both searchable by sign, topic,
and handshape.60 SignSchool can be accessed on desktops or cellphones.61
SignSchool Also offers learners the option to receive daily emails with a
sign of the day from Mondays through Saturdays and every Sunday
weekly emails with a review of that week’s signs of the day.62 There are
beginner, intermediate, and advanced resources, including conversational
ASL by topic and grammar (and fun fingerspelling games).63 SignSchool
utilizes a modular curriculum of video lessons and interactive exercises,
aiming to provide hearing individuals with the ASL skills necessary to
communicate more effectively with the Deaf community.64 The cofounders of SignSchool are a d/Deaf person and two hearing people. When
Evan Corden and Jack Hudson first met their Princeton University
classmate Colin Lualdi, Colin tapped his ear to indicate he is d/Deaf
before continuing to communicate by writing messages on a pad of
paper.65 Evan, Jack, and Colin teamed up to create SignSchool in March
2014 because they became frustrated with the impersonal nature and
inefficiency of communicating via written messages.66
The co-Authors believe that miscommunication often results in
avoidable conflicts and that genuine communication has the potential to
positively and sustainably resolve conflicts. Miscommunication is easy,
while genuine communication requires attention, desire, effort, and
sometimes the ability to forget. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg recounted this advice that she received on her wedding date
from her mother-in-law, “[i]n every good marriage, it helps sometimes to
be a little deaf.”67 Positive psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi is well-
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known for his seminal notion of flow—a mental state of being so
completely absorbed that nothing else seems to matter (colloquially
expressed as “being in a groove” or “being in the zone”).68 In his famous
book introducing his concept, Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience, Csikszentmihalyi stated that “[t]he main function of
conversation is not to get things accomplished, but to improve the quality
of experience.”69 Such a perspective about conversation emphasizes its
potential impacts for improving the subjective experience among those
involved in conversation. This view of conversation differs from a more
traditional, transactional view held by economists and lawyers, which
emphasizes how conversation facilitates the communication and exchange
of information relevant to decisionmaking. 70 Csikszentmihalyi’s attitude
towards communication underlies the idea that positive communication
matters because it can improve our lives by inspiring and supporting our
hopes, dreams, and personal and professional relationships.71
While a Counselor-In-Training at Camp Mark Seven in the summer
of 2019, Kelly met and was inspired by ASL performer Matt Maxey,72
who is an African American “born with a severely profound hearing loss,
and . . . attended the prestigious Gallaudet University in Washington,
D.C., where he began to learn sign language in an attempt to balance the
struggle of developing his identity as a double minority in terms of ability
and race.”73 Maxey’s mom and grandmother realized that Maxey at a very
young age could not hear a vacuum cleaner that was on behind Maxey’s
back.74 A physician diagnosed Maxey’s profound hearing loss and Maxey
was outfitted with hearing aids when he was only two years old.75 Maxey
became interested in music because he could hear music better than
speech.76 He became a social media sensation after videos that he posted
68
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of himself signing musicians went viral in the deaf and hearing
communities.77 In 2014, he founded DEAFinitely Dope,
an idea based on providing support to those that felt
marginalized and ignored by mainstream America.
DEAFinitely Dope started as a brand, and slowly
blossomed into a movement, attracting the likes of
educational institutions nationwide, CNN, ESPN The
Undefeated, GQ, Cole Haan, ABC news, Chance The
Rapper, MTV Video Music Awards, and countless more!
With both hearing and deaf partnerships in play, Matt
strives to continue to break barriers and defy the norms
with a fresh perspective on interaction, inclusion,
accessibility and equality, as awareness continues to
grow!78
Maxey “is working to unite hearing and deaf communities through
music.”79 His organization “visits schools, does motivational speaking and
even held an ASL music camp.”80 Music and dance are engaging,
entertaining, powerful, universal, and visceral forms of human
communication. For example, the American rapper Logic had a popular
hit song with vocals from Canadian and American singer-songwriters
Alessia Cara and Khalid, titled 1-800-273-8255,81 which is also the phone
number of the toll-free, 24/7, confidential hotline, National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-TALK.82 On the release date of the song,
April 28, 2017, the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline had its secondhighest call volume, with calls up approximately 33 percent from a year
before that.83 The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline experienced a 50
percent increase in call volume after Logic performed his song 1-800-2738255 on August 27, 2017 at the Forum in Inglewood, California during the

77
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MTV Video Music Awards.84 Recently, the Federal Communications
Commission began the formal months-long rulemaking “process of
designating 988 as a new, nationwide, 3-digit number for a suicide
prevention and mental health crisis hotline.”85 Dwight Holton who is the
CEO of Lines for Life, a suicide prevention nonprofit, said, “[t]he threedigit number is really going to be a breakthrough in terms of reaching
people in a crisis.”86
Maxey has brought music to many deaf individuals through a
visually stimulating style of interpreting musicians’ songs that “is not
standard word-for-word typical ASL.”87 He has performed sign language
performed alongside rap artists including D.R.A.M. and Chance the
Rapper.88 An article about Maxey concludes: “It brings to mind a profound
philosophical question raised by OutKast, ‘What’s cooler than being
cool?’ What about being more aware and understanding of others’ life
experiences? What’s cooler than that?”89
The importance of developing and cultivating our innate abilities to
empathize90 with our fellow humans is the foundation of the social and
political philosophy that togetherness is more powerful and productive
than divisiveness. This concept is represented wordlessly and succinctly
by just these three mathematical symbols: + > ÷. Kelly and Peter are
inspired by Maxey and DEAFinitely Dope’s work to raise awareness and
consciousness about deafness and hearing loss and by so doing, to unite
deaf and hearing communities91 “through music and signing.”92
84
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Grammy-winning artist Chancelor Jonathan Bennett, professionally
known as Chance the Rapper, is an American rapper, singer, songwriter,
actor and activist, who hired Maxey to serve as a performer for his Be
Encouraged Tour.93 An entertaining and moving YouTube video shows
Matt Maxey and his partner, Kelly Kurdi,94 teaching Chance how to sign
Chance’s deeply personal and moving song, Blessings (Reprise) in ASL.95
Near the end of this video, Chance says, “[w]ow, all right, can I just say,
they should definitely be teaching ASL in American public schools.”96 We
agree, and certainly believe that if a population has a significant
proportion of deaf people, then local public schools should—at the very
least—offer, if not perhaps mandate, ASL as a language course on par
with similar courses.
Another empowering and heartening video,97 which went viral with
millions of views, depicts nine-year-old, deaf Savannah Dahan’s
interpretation in ASL of Carrie Underwood’s uplifting song, The
Champion.98 Carrie reached out on Twitter to meet Savannah and posted a
backstage performance with Savannah on Carrie’s Instagram page.99
Savannah can hear at a moderate level when using hearing aids and hopes
to ‘“show the world how beautiful ASL is’ and, because of her love of
marine animals, to spread awareness of conservation.”100
Both of the co-Authors are keenly aware of the tensions which often
arise from belonging to and navigating two cultures. These four examples
illustrate the diversity and power of cultural and social norms. The first
example is due to Northwestern Pritzker School of Law Harris H. Agnew
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Visiting Professor of Dispute Resolution Len Riskin.101 Riskin relates a
couple of amusing examples of what he calls the Rule of Threes, under
which, “[a]ny offer worth making—or any refusal meant sincerely—must
be extended three times, unless it is accepted first.”102 His examples
include: offering to pick up the joint check at breakfast when the other
party insists on splitting it; offering relatives and friends “a little
something to eat,” despite their alleged excuses for not eating; and
“fighting” with friends and relatives over who pays a restaurant bill.
Although such rituals also exist in many cultures, such as the Chinese
culture, they are not universal among all human cultures.
The second example is the central story of the insightful, poignant,
and uplifting film, The Farewell,103 in which a family lies to their
matriarch in China about her impending death from stage IV lung cancer
and instead hastily schedules an extravagant shotgun wedding of the
matriarch’s grandson as an excuse to bring together far-flung family
members one final time before the matriarch passes.104 Keeping
“information from cancer patients is a common practice in many Asian
countries, including China, Japan, and Singapore, and in some Western
countries, such as Spain, Greece, and Italy.”105 Withholding a person’s
health information, however, seems fundamentally wrong to some
Americans whose society and culture values personal autonomy, rugged
individualism, self-determination, and self-reliance. Human denial about
death may be a self-defense or survival mechanism.106 Discomfort about,
superstitions concerning, and even thinking about death can result in
problematic individual and social behavior, such as forgoing estate
planning or failing to save and invest for retirement.107
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The third example is the story told in these lyrics of the Camila
Cabello song,108 Cry for Me,109 about social norms of wishing happiness to
an ex-romantic partner upon breaking up:
Yeah, and you look so happy walking down the street,
don’t you babe
Did you forget, you said that in this lifetime you could
never get over me
Are you over me? (Uh)
When I said, “I hope you’re happy” didn’t mean it
Never thought you’d be so good at moving on
When I’m lying wide awake you’re probably sleeping
And maybe what I’m thinking is wrong
I want you to cry for me, cry for me
Say you’d d-d-die for me, die for me
And if you can’t then maybe lie for me, lie for me
’Cause you hold me when I’m dreaming
And it’s time you know the feeling
So cry for me. 110
The last example is a story about Mark, one of Peter’s colleagues and
another chaired business law professor who was also a Fulbright scholar
and visiting professor of law at Hokkaido University in Sapporo, Japan.
Mark asked one of his Japanese host academics if the academic had ever
visited New York City. The Japanese professor did not want to say no
because that might sound impolite (if not confrontational) so the Japanese
host answered, “I don’t think so.”
One of Kelly’s aunts, who is also a friend of Peter’s, introduced us
co-Authors. We eventually realized that we share a common interest about
deafness and hearing loss. We continued our conversations, and as they
evolved, we began thinking about how to mitigate the public health
burdens, costs, and impacts of NIHL and NIHHL due to exposure to
CRAAP. This Article results from combining our individual respective
perspectives about mitigating NIHL and NIHHL due to exposure to
CRAAP. Kelly, a former KODA and recent CODA, has first-hand
experience and knowledge about deafness and hearing loss. Peter, a
108
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business law professor with research interests in applying behavioral
economics to legal policy analysis, has expertise in helping individuals
achieve higher subjective well-being by improving their decisionmaking.
Our Article’s title reflects two temporal aspects of NIHL and NIHHL
due to exposure to CRAAP. First, NIHL and NIHHL are typically
cumulative, delayed, incremental, and nonlinear in their progression.111
Second, mitigating interventions require that people believe in clinical and
empirical medical data and take individually and socially costly
precautions now. This pair of temporal challenges is especially
problematic for most people who too heavily discount abstract, vague
future benefits compared to concrete, salient present costs. Impatience,112
myopia,113 hyperbolic time discounting,114 (as opposed to exponential time
discounting),115 and time-inconsistent preferences,116 are all too common
human tendencies which behavioral economists have documented and
studied.117
B. CLINICAL AND EMPIRICAL MEDICAL DATA AND NORMATIVE
IMPLICATIONS
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We first review some basic physics about sound. Sound is a form of
energy that travels in waves and is measured in terms of its frequency.118 It
is reported in hertz (Hz), which measures the number of sound vibrations
per second, and amplitude, which measures sound forcefulness or intensity
using the decibel (dB) scale.119 Decibels are measured on a logarithmic, as
opposed to linear, scale of loudness.120 Similarly, physicist and
seismologist Charles F. Richter developed a logarithmic scale, the wellknown Richter scale, which measures the magnitude of energy that an
earthquake releases.121 The logarithmic nature of the decibel scale means
that each increase of 10 dB on the decibel scale equals a 100-fold increase
in sound pressure level (“SPL”).122 Almost silence is expressed as 0 dB, 10
dB is 10 times louder than close to silence, and 20 dB is 100 times as loud
as near silence.123 Examples of the decibel levels of some common sounds
include the following: everyday conversation is 60 dB; heavy city traffic is
85 dB; a lawn mower is 90 dB; an MP3 player at its maximum volume is
105 dB; concerts and sirens are 120 dB; sporting events are 105 to 130 dB
varying by the stadium; and firearms are 150 dB.124 Everybody can
experience NIHL.125 Louder sounds damage hearing more quickly.126
Repeated or prolonged (meaning more than 8 hours a day of exposure to
noise that is louder than 85 dB) can cause permanent NIHL.127
We next review some human biology and neuroscience about NIHL
and NIHHL. We note in passing that research about human hearing loss
includes occupational studies of workers (somewhat) voluntarily exposed
to noise,128 and non-occupational studies of non-workers (somewhat)
involuntarily exposed to noise.129 Standard neoclassical economics would
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use residential price differences for houses near airports130 and so-called
compensating wage differentials for airport runway employees131 to
approximate people’s preferences about money versus voluntary exposure
to noise pollution. It is unclear whether the (in)voluntariness of NIHL and
NIHHL make a difference medically, though it is clear that it makes a
difference ethically, legally, morally, and socially. Alternatively,
contingent valuation offers another methodology to estimate people’s
valuation of being exposed to CRAAP.132 The National Institute on
Deafness and other Communication Disorders (“NIDCD”) and the
National Institutes of Health (“NIH”) created a one-page fact sheet
succinctly explaining how hearing in humans “depends on a series of
complex steps that change sound waves in the air into electrical signals,”
with a picture depicting key parts of the human ear involved in hearing.133
The NIDCD and NIH also produced an entertaining, informative, and brief
(two-minute and twenty-six seconds) animated video that “illustrates how
sounds travel from the ear to the brain, where they are interpreted and
understood.”134
A principal mechanism of NIHL is to damage cochlear hair cells and
associated synaptopathy.135 Leading triggers of hearing loss in individuals
include aging, trauma, and exposure to loud noises (or much more rarely,
drugs that are toxic to the ear, specifically the cochlea or auditory nerve
and sometimes the vestibular system). Drugs that are toxic to the ear are
known as ototoxic drugs, and include some familiar antibiotics, such as
streptomycin and furosemide, and some well-known nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, such as aspirin, ibuprofen, and naproxen, all of which
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“often damage sensory hair cells, reflected as elevated thresholds on the
clinical audiogram.”136 Recent research suggests that
a more insidious, but likely more common, process is
taking place that permanently interrupts synaptic
communication between sensory inner hair cells and
subsets of cochlear nerve fibers. The silencing of affected
neurons alters auditory information processing, whether
accompanied by threshold elevations or not, and is a
likely contributor to a variety of perceptual abnormalities,
including speech-in-noise difficulties, tinnitus and
hyperacusis.137
Tinnitus is a persistent buzzing or ringing that some individuals hear,
and hyperacusis is an increased sensitivity to such unpleasant sounds as
babies crying or loud sirens.138 The problem that sometimes referred to as
“hidden hearing loss” since it is not detected by standard hearing tests,
“and sufferers are often told their hearing is normal. But the distress they
feel struggling to discern what others are saying in crowded restaurants
and business meetings is real.”139 There is accumulating evidence that
the causes of problems processing speech amid noise are
different than the causes of problems hearing sound.
Scientists believe exposure to loud noises can erode the
brain’s ability to listen selectively and decode words,
without causing traditional hearing damage. Difficulty
understanding speech amid noise can set in long before
traditional hearing loss.140
Traditional research finds that adult hearing loss is “associated with
damage to the tiny hair cells that line the inner ear and transfer sound
signals to nerve fibers that lead to the brain. Aging, trauma and noise
exposure can all cause those hair cells to deteriorate.”141 Recent research
finds “the synapses connecting the hair cells to nerve fibers are even more
136
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vulnerable and suffer permanent damage long before the hair cells
deteriorate, bringing about the difficulties in selective listening.”142
In other words, “hair cells are not the most vulnerable elements in the
inner ear; rather, it is the synapses between hair cells and cochlear nerve
terminals that degenerate first in the aging or noise-exposed ear.”143 Such
primary neural degeneration does not affect hearing thresholds, but
probably contributes to problems understanding speech in difficult
listening environments and may be important in the generation of tinnitus
or hyperacusis. A study examining cochlear synaptopathy in humans
recruited college students studying music who were repeatedly exposed to
loud sounds four to six hours daily in comparison with college students
who were studying quieter subjects.144 The study found that all students
were equally proficient at understanding words in quiet environments and
tested normally on standard hearing tests.145 Students studying music tested
significantly poorer at word recognition in noise or with time compression
and reverberation, and exhibited heightened sound reactions consistent
with hyperacusis.146 This research suggests that such neural damage known
as cochlear synaptopathy, or “the noise-induced loss of cochlear nerve
synapses[,] leads to deficits in hearing abilities in difficult listening
situations, despite the presence of normal thresholds at standard
audiometric frequencies.” One of the researchers of the study, Dr.
Liberman, analogized
sound signals arriving at the brain to a high-resolution
photo, with nerve connections like thousands of pixels
creating a clear picture. If some of those nerve
connections die, the brain gets a lower-resolution image
and may lose the ability to distinguish where sounds are
coming from and who is speaking.147
Cochlear synaptopathy may help explain tinnitus and hyperacusis
because if fewer signals reach the brain from auditory nerve fibers, the
brain may respond by producing buzzing to fill the vacuum or increase the
internal volume, thus causing already loud sounds to become
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intolerable.148 Noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy, in other words,
NIHHL is currently a very active research area.149
An expert in auditory processing disorders, Salus University
Professor James W. Hall III,150 believes the “jury is still out as to how
hidden hearing loss manifests in humans and how we might diagnose it . .
. . We don’t have enough information yet for it to be part of routine
diagnosis of hearing problems.”151 Anne Oyler,152 former associate director
for audiology at the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, has
cautioned that wearing hearing aids will not return a wearer’s hearing back
to before hearing difficulties or loss, and that the primary complaint
among those who wear hearing aids is that they have trouble hearing in
noise—and that is not likely to change.153 Moreover, according to
hearing-aid companies, it often takes individuals on average seven years
after suspecting a hearing issue to seek treatment, despite newer hearingaid models having directional microphones and technology dampening
background noise.154 Dr. Sarah Sydlowski,155 an audiologist, Audiology
Director of a Hearing Implant Program, and board member of the
American Academy of Audiology,156 urges people to get diagnosed and
seek treatment as soon as they suspect hearing issues instead of feigning
their way through conversations, because “it can be extremely taxing to go
through a busy workday and be constantly struggling to understand.”157
Many veterans experience NIHL and NIHHL. In fact, “[a]ccording to
the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, tinnitus is the most common
148
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disability experienced by veterans with over 2.7 million receiving benefits
for it.”158 Unsurprisingly and unfortunately, veterans often were and are
still exposed to extreme CRAAP during training and combat from close
proximity to explosions and “loud noise caused by small arms, heavy
artillery and rockets.”159 Dr. J. Thomas Roland, Jr. of N.Y.U. Langone
Health, co-director of the Cochlear Implant Center, leads the largest
cochlear implant translational research team in the United States,160 and
“explained that sound enters not only through the ear canal but also
through something know[sic] as bone conduction.”161 Roland noted that
American “military personnel are exposed to extreme levels of noise.”162
Roland pointed out “[w]hen sound strikes the bone of our skull, the bone
moves with the sound . . . . Even if you completely block the ear, sound
above a certain level can still get to the inner ear through bone conduction,
still be very damaging.”163 Roland observed “that any earplug—even
perfectly designed ones—cannot prevent bone conduction of loud sound
through the skull to the inner ear.”164 For example, a federal judge
“transferred numerous lawsuits from U.S. military veterans who claimed
3M’s Combat-Arms Earplugs were the cause of their hearing damage and
deafness to a Florida federal court.”165 The “lawsuits seek compensatory
and punitive damages, plus attorney’s fees, costs of suit, lawful interest
and all other claims available by law” and “counts of strict liability, failure
to warn, negligence and fraudulent misrepresentation.”166
Of the approximately 50,000 calls to New York City’s 311 nonemergency phone number,167 the number one municipal complaint is about
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noise.168 Loud restaurant noise damages the hearing of diners and
waitstaff,169 encourages quicker diner turnover, and is correlated with
“unhealthy food choices and excessive alcohol consumption.”170 In this
way, loud ambient restaurant noise can increase a restaurant’s profits at
the expense of a restaurant’s patrons and employees.171 There is a
fascinating path-dependent history about how restaurant acoustics and
soundscapes (analogous to landscapes) have become worse in terms of the
volume of background din.172 It is also possible that a restaurant’s noisy
soundscape or sonic environment can drive potential diners away and
reduce profits.173 Factors that influence the soundscape of a restaurant are
its background music, design, furniture, machinery, and operations.174
An exploratory, large-scale noise two-year survey of sound levels at
2,376 New York City restaurants and bars utilized crowd-sourced
measurements from SoundPrint, a free, novel, real-time digital sound level
meter iPhone app,175 and found that:176
(1) a significant number of venues have high sound
levels that are not conducive to conversation and may be
endangering the health of patrons and employees;
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(2) reported sound levels by the venue managers on their
online public business pages generally underestimated
actual sound levels; and
(3) average sound levels in restaurants and bars are
correlated by neighborhood and type of cuisine.177
A recent study found socioeconomic and ethnic inequities in London
transport-related noise at residences from different sources.178 Another
study documented racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic inequalities in noise
pollution in the contiguous United States, finding evidence of higher noise
exposures in census block groups that are characterized by lower
socioeconomic status and comprised of greater proportions of African
Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native
Americans; these associations were stronger in racially segregated
communities.179
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Bureau of Transportation
Statistics released a National Transportation Noise Map.180 Road traffic is
the most prevalent source of environmental noise.181 The noise map found
that “more than 97 percent of the U.S. population has the potential to be
exposed to noise from aviation and Interstate highways at levels below 50
decibels or roughly comparable to the noise level of a humming
refrigerator.”182 Additionally, “[l]ess than one-tenth of a percent of the
population could potentially experience noise levels of 80 decibels or
more, equivalent to the noise level of a garbage disposal.”183 This noise
map was a collaboration between Colorado State University and the
National Park Service and incorporated 1.5 million hours of acoustical
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data collected over 15 years at 492 sites.184 Another study showed that “air
and noise pollution in underserved communities were impacted by passing
train and truck traffic related to industrial activities.”185
A Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) Vital Signs
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report186 “found about one in four U.S.
adults who say their hearing is good or excellent actually have hearing
damage”187 and “much of this damage is from loud sounds encountered
during everyday activities at home and in the community.”188 The CDC
research “analyzed more than 3,500 hearing tests conducted on adult
participants in the 2012 National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey.”189
With support from the NIDCD and the NIH, this research “found that
20 percent of people who reported no job-related noise exposure had
hearing damage in a pattern usually caused by noise. This damage—shown
by a distinctive drop in the ability to hear high-pitched sounds—appeared
as early as age 20.”190 In other words, hearing can be damaged by attending
loud concerts or using a leaf blower just as much as working in a very
noisy job. CDC Acting Director Dr. Anne Schuchat stated that, “40 million
Americans show some hearing damage from loud noise, with nearly 21
million reporting no exposure to loud noise at work.”191
Other key findings of the report include these:
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• Almost 1 in 4 adults ages 20 to 69 who reported good
to excellent hearing already have some hearing loss.
• Almost 1 in 5 adults who reported no job exposure to
noise showed hearing damage indicative of noise
exposure.
• The presence of hearing loss increased with age, from
about 1 in 5 (19 percent) among young adults ages 20
to 29 to more than 1 in 4 (27 percent) among adults
ages 50 to 59.
• Hearing loss is more common among men and people
over the age of 40 years.192
Anne Schuchat also stated that “[n]oise is damaging hearing before
anyone notices or diagnoses . . . . Because of that, the start of hearing loss
is underrecognized.”193 The report explains that “[h]earing damage results
from a combination of volume and the length of the exposure. One minute
of hearing a 120-decibel siren can damage hearing, the CDC said. So can
two hours of exposure to a 90-decibel leaf blower.”194
The NIDCD has a webpage195 that explains the causes and
consequences of NIHL and how “hearing damage of this sort is likely to be
cumulative and permanent, since repeated exposure to loud noises lastingly
damages the stereocilia, or sensor hairs, inside the ear on which hearing
depends.”196 Another insightful NIDCD webpage197 that provides further
information about NIHL is part of the federal public information
campaign, It’s A Noisy Planet. Protect Their Hearing®, “designed to
increase awareness among parents of children ages 8 to 12 about the
causes and prevention of noise-induced hearing loss.”198 The co-Authors
believe that the federal government and private individuals and
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organizations can and should publicize, or link to, this well-designed,
informative webpage.
One recent review of experimental and observational studies
documents “that noise exposure leads to annoyance, disturbs sleep and
causes daytime sleepiness, affects patient outcomes and staff performance
in hospitals, increases the occurrence of hypertension and cardiovascular
disease, and impairs cognitive performance in schoolchildren.”199 A later
study found a “positive association between residential transportation
noise and diabetes, adding to the growing body of evidence that noise
pollution exposure may be independently linked to metabolic health and
should be considered when developing public health interventions.”200
Another more recent review of epidemiological, experiential,
observational, and translational studies found that noise was “associated
with annoyance, stress, sleep disturbance, and impaired cognitive
performance,”201 noting that “environmental noise is associated with an
increased incidence of arterial hypertension, myocardial infarction, heart
failure, and stroke.”202 The review presented evidence “that transportation
noise per se contributes to the development of cardiovascular risk of
coronary artery disease, arterial hypertension, stroke, and heart failure.”203
The review pointed out “that especially nighttime noise increases levels of
stress hormones and vascular oxidative stress, which may lead to
endothelial dysfunction and arterial hypertension.”204 Furthermore, the
review cited novel studies that found “aircraft noise to be associated with
oxidative stress–induced vascular damage, mediated by activation of the
NADPH oxidase, uncoupling of endothelial nitric oxide synthase, and
vascular infiltration with inflammatory cells.”205 NADPH oxidase
(Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide PHosphate oxidase) is a membranebound enzyme complex that produces reactive oxygen species which play
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important roles in immunity, cell growth, and cell signaling.206 The review
noted that already there is a “growing body of evidence finds that noise is
associated with oxidative stress, vascular dysfunction, autonomic
imbalance, and metabolic abnormalities, potentiating not only the adverse
impact of cardiovascular risk factors, such as arterial hypertension and
diabetes, but also contributing to the progression of atherosclerosis and
increased susceptibility to cardiovascular events.”207 The review concludes
by advocating future researchers to study
the magnitude and time course of response to coexposure
of noise and air pollution; synergistic effects of both
exposures on surrogate measures, such as blood pressure
and metabolic risk; duration of effect/time course of
reversal; impact of low-grade background noise exposure
on air pollution exposure effects and vice versa; impact of
noise on the circadian rhythm; and finally the effects on
lifestyle (e.g., diet, stress, and exercise).208
Another study of 7,321 individuals from the Helsinki capital region
in Finland “assessed the associations of annoyance and road-traffic noise
with sleep disorders, anxiety and depression,”209 and found “suggestive
associations between high levels of road-traffic noise and psychotropic
medication use. Noise sensitivity was associated with psychotropic
medication use.”210 A different study of the Shenzhen metropolitan region
of China demonstrated that urban morphology significantly affects
regional environmental noise (“RN”) and traffic noise (“TN”), finding that
while building composition and configuration significantly impacts RN,
only building configuration correlates with TN.211 While irregular shapes
and scattered distributions of buildings mitigated RN, connected and
contiguous buildings along road sides mitigated TN.212 Vegetation
configuration and composition
correlate with RN and TN, and
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aggregated, high-percentage, and less-fragmented vegetation ameliorates
RN and TN.213
One study, from five years ago,214 “found significant association
between hearing impairment and moderate to severe depression,”215 with
depression rates higher for women than men and depression found in
women over age seventy and not in men.216A veteran personal-health
columnist for the New York Times, Jane E. Brody, reported on two recent
large studies that “demonstrated a clear association between untreated
hearing loss and an increased risk of dementia, depression, accidental falls,
and even stroke. In a significant number of people, the studies indicate,
uncorrected hearing loss itself appears to be the cause of the associated
health problem.”217 In a study involving 154,414 adults aged fifty years
and older with health insurance claims,218 “researchers at Johns Hopkins
found that untreated hearing loss increased the risk of developing dementia
by 50 percent and depression by 40 percent in just five years when
compared to those without hearing loss.”219 Another study analyzing this
large data set220
linked untreated hearing loss to more and longer
hospitalizations and readmissions and more visits to an
emergency room. Within 10 years, untreated hearing loss
accounted for 3.2 percent of all cases of dementia, 3.57
percent of people significantly injured in a fall, and 6.88
percent of those seeking treatment for depression. The
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percentages may seem small, but given how common
these conditions are, they affect a very large number of
individuals, resulting in great personal, financial and
societal costs.221
Dr. Frank R. Lin,222 who is a co-author of the above two studies and
is the director of the Cochlear Center for Hearing and Public Health at the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health,223 states that
approximately “85 percent of those with hearing loss are untreated”224 and
with “older adults alone, this increased health care costs by 46 percent
over a period of 10 years, compared with costs incurred by those without
hearing loss.”225 Lin also laments that “people tend to wait much too long
to get their hearing tested and treated with hearing aids, and the longer
they wait, the harder it is to treat hearing loss.”226 Lin points out eyesight is
easier to fix than hearing loss and while it takes one to two months for our
brains to adjust to hearing aids, wearing eyeglasses permits immediate
clear(er) vision.227 Lin also notes the earlier hearing loss is diagnosed and
treated, the easier it is for our brains to adapt.228 The law that enacted
Medicare specifically excludes coverage for hearing aids because back in
1965, hearing loss was not seen to be a common medical issue and hearing
aids were not particularly effective.229 Today, over 38.2 million Americans
who are aged twelve or older have some hearing loss.230 Aging exacerbates
hearing loss and makes it more widespread in the population.231 Data from
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey between 2001 and
2010 found that over half of Americans who are in their seventies, and
more than 80 percent of Americans who are in their eighties, have mild to
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moderate hearing loss or worse.232 Hearing aids can cost thousands of
dollars and require multiple visits for proper fitting and adjustments for
which many people have neither the money, time, patience, nor realistic
expectations about the outcome.233
Dr. Jennifer A. Deal, an epidemiologist, gerontologist, and co-author
of both studies, states that although “hearing loss itself is not very
expensive, the effect of hearing loss on everything else is expensive.”234
Deal explains that hearing loss is not so much an issue of volume loss as it
is an issue of sound quality because “parts of words drop out and speech
sounds like mumbling. A garbled message is sent to the brain that it has to
work harder to decode.”235 Noisy auditory messages are more difficult for
our brains to decode and remember.236 Such increased load on cognitive
processing can lead to social isolation, loneliness, stress, deprivation of
cognitively engaging stimuli, and loss of brain function.237 Because
humans utilize their ears to position themselves in space, hearing loss can
lead to balance problems and increased falls as people are more likely to
be disoriented and startled by another person or object that seems to come
out of nowhere.238
Medical research demonstrates that positive emotional connections
play important roles in our physical health and overall well-being.239 As
Dr. Kelli Harding, Columbia University Irving Medical Center assistant
clinical professor of psychiatry, said in an interview:
loneliness is as significant a health risk as well-established
factors, such as smoking 15 cigarettes a day, heavy
alcohol use, even high blood pressure and obesity . . . .
Once we’re empowered with that knowledge that
loneliness is not good for our health, we can actually start
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doing things within our circle of influence to make things
better for other people.240
Studies have found only correlations linking deafness and hearing
loss to the adverse medical outcomes of above-average emergency room
(“ER”) visits, hospitalizations, depression, dementia, and higher medical
bills.241 It is crucial to emphasize that these studies did not find that
deafness and hearing loss caused any of the above adverse medical
outcomes. 242 Stockton University creative writing professor, novelist,
translator, and writer Sara Nović, cogently offers alternative explanations
for the observed correlations and states emphatically that
presenting these issues as inextricable from being deaf or
hard-of-hearing is a gross misunderstanding of both
deafness and of the American healthcare system.
Conflating correlation with causality fuels shame and
worry, and fails to address the roots of the problems,
inevitably leading patients and healthcare providers away
from the most effective solutions. As an example,
deafness and conditions like depression and dementia can
be linked, but the assumption that it’s caused by deafness
is misleading at best. Imagine an elderly person who has
grown up hearing and now finds herself confused in
conversation with family and friends. She can probably
hear speech but not understand it — things are unclear,
especially if there’s background noise like in a restaurant.
This is frustrating for both her and her friends, who
constantly have to repeat themselves. As a result, the
person begins to withdraw from social engagements. She
feels isolated and depressed, and less human interaction
means less mental exercise. This scenario could certainly
speed up the onset of dementia. But there are also many
Deaf people who don’t have this experience at all, giving
us insight into what actually allows Deaf people to thrive.
The American Deaf community—those of us who use
ASL and identify culturally with Deafness—is an
240
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extremely socially-oriented group . . . . These strong
interpersonal ties help us navigate the threat of depression
and anxiety caused by isolation from our non-signing
family.243
When ambient noise levels increase, speakers have an involuntary
tendency, that is known as the Lombard effect or Lombard reflex, to
increase their vocal effort, loudness, sound intensity, and vowel
duration.244 A study found “the minimum level of noise in a restaurant that
starts the Lombard effect, and how it relates to the perceived
communication disturbance and the willingness to spend time and money
for a meal.”245 Developing NIHL and NIHHL can frustrate existing
friendships and make it more difficult to forge new ones. People who are
not born deaf can become deaf from ear infections associated with
viruses.246 Regardless of the reason, people who are born deaf differ from
those who lose their hearing after birth differ because the latter are likely
to experience an “endowment effect” about hearing. 247 Additionally, those
who become deaf after birth experience adjustment and transition costs
while adapting to losing their hearing. 248 This distinction is important as
the rise of people using earbuds as opposed to headphones may also
contribute to NIHL and NIHHL due to differences in how sound is
transmitted by earbuds versus headphones. 249
Nović cites two studies finding that individuals who are fluent in a
signed language have quicker peripheral vision reaction times250 and
243
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speedier directional movement discrimination.251 Additionally, Nović
notes that often d/Deaf “people are bilingual—in ASL and English, for
example.”252 She cites research,253 demonstrating “the cognitive benefits of
bilingualism,
including
protection
against
Alzheimer’s-related
dementia.”254 Nović points out how existing social institutions cause
healthcare and medical technology such as hearing aids to be unavailable
to many d/Deaf individuals.255
Although a recent undergraduate honor’s thesis found that exposure
to deaf-related labels (such as deaf, hard-of-hearing, or hearing impaired
versus no label) in a vignette likely did not influence implicit attitudes
about deafness,256 the co-Authors of this Article know of anecdotal
evidence where some overextended physicians become frustrated by the
time and energy required to provide d/Deaf patients with ASL interpreters,
live-captioners, or personal frequency (FM) systems.257
Similarly, some employers may avoid hiring d/Deaf employees
because of a false—yet persistent—belief that d/Deaf employees work
slower or are more error-prone than hearing employees. Ironically, the
very legal duties and protections the ADA impose may cause hearing
employers, physicians, and others who interact with d/Deaf people to
avoid such interactions because of perceived, and also actual, higher costs
in terms of money and time in comparison to interacting with hearing
people.
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It does not and should not matter to d/Deaf people if hearing people
have no animus towards d/Deaf people if they find accommodating the
quality of deafness to be an “annoyance” or a “hassle” and so choose to
minimize interactions with d/Deaf people, be they customers, employees,
patients, or students. An analogous statement is non-Asian people thinking
they like Peter, just not his quality of Asian-ness, or a not-overweight
people thinking they like Peter, just not his quality of being pear-shaped.
Unfortunately, there are likely implicit biases258 and explicit biases259
towards d/Deaf people. If implicit bias towards d/Deaf people is just a
form of habitual behavior without conscious animus, then perhaps that bad
habit can be broken. A number of research studies demonstrate that
participating in habit-breaking interventions can dramatically reduce
implicit gender and racial bias, with that reductions lasting for months.260
Unchecked implicit bias towards d/Deaf people may cause pervasive
employment discrimination towards d/Deaf people, which implies that
many d/Deaf individuals have no, or inferior, employer-subsidized health
insurance coverage.261 Even superior health insurance coverage may not
fully, or partially, cover the high cost of hearing aids.262 The result is that
d/Deaf individuals who acquire hearing aids have to pay thousands of
dollars out-of-pocket and therefore face increased healthcare costs.263
The finding that d/Deaf people have above-average ER visits is
understandable and not surprising in comparison to any marginalized
subpopulation.264 American healthcare inequities due to class, gender,
race, and ability are well-documented,265 while there are “significant
challenges in communication with health providers and gaps in global
health knowledge for deaf people including those with even higher risk of
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marginalization.”266 Multiple physician implicit biases are also welldocumented.267 It should not be surprising that deaf people, particularly
individuals who live in the intersection of multiple identities, find
healthcare at every level to be inaccessible.268
If an individual’s hearing loss is undiagnosed or goes untreated, or if
a healthcare provider fails to effectively communicate with a d/Deaf
individual, then, unsurprisingly, there will be confusion, panic, and
misdiagnoses. Even though federal law, under Title III of the ADA269 and
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (“RA”),270 requires that
hospitals provide appropriate auxiliary aids to hearing-impaired patients if
needed for effective communication, hospitals notoriously do not provide
ASL interpreters.271 Hard-of-Hearing (“HoH”) patients who know of their
hearing loss and some elderly deaf patients might be unsure about how to
advocate for an ASL interpreter, live-captioner, or personal FM system.
Culturally Deaf individuals seeking healthcare often end up having to
discuss their being deaf or defending their Deaf cultural identity instead of
the reason for their medical visit, whether it be to a primary care
physician, specialist, or even a dentist.272 An unfortunate result of these
communication problems is that d/Deaf and HoH individuals have greater
mistrust of medical professionals.273 Financial considerations about and
higher distrust of healthcare providers result in d/Deaf and HoH people
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going to ERs only after life-threatening symptoms present and enduring
multiple hospital visits because they are not understood, nor listened to, by
physicians.274
Nović believes “that’s the root of the problem really: an
unwillingness to center the experiences and voices of d/Deaf people.”275
As Nović eloquently says, “while isolation for all people, deaf or hearing,
can lead to depression and dementia in the elderly, it’s not a problem
inherently worsened by deafness. Rather, it’s exacerbated by a system that
isolates d/Deaf people. That’s why ensuring our community can stay
connected and communicate is so important.”276 For good reasons, Nović
advocates that instead of telling
those with hearing loss that they’re doomed to a life of
loneliness and mental atrophy, we should be encouraging
them to reach out to the Deaf community, and teaching
hearing communities to prioritize accessibility. For the
late-deafened, this means providing hearing screenings
and assistive technology like hearing aids, and facilitating
communication with closed captions and community ASL
classes. If society stopped isolating elderly deaf and hardof-hearing people, they’d be less isolated. Maybe we can
start by redefining what it means to be “fine,” and
considering that the systems abled people have created—
not deafness itself—are at the root of these issues. The
problem isn’t that we d/Deaf people can’t hear. It’s that
doctors and communities don’t listen to us. Real
education—for everyone—about the discriminatory
nature of our institutions, and about what it means to be
d/Deaf, is our best chance at lasting solutions.277
We agree with Nović and believe that KODAs and CODAs can and
should play a critical role in bridging and unifying the d/Deaf and hearing
communities and cultures. We also believe that d/Deaf and hearing people
should practice compassionate curiosity, inclusiveness, and kindness
towards each other. After all, many hearing people are destined to become
late-deafened through aging and NIHL and NIHHL. Hearing societal
attitudes towards the d/Deaf can and should be more inclusive and kinder.
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Additionally, the kindness that we give and receive provides us
medical benefits.278 As Dr. Kelli Harding, MD, MPH said in an interview:
“There’s this really exciting science of epigenetics and telomere research
that shows that loving actions actually change our physiology . . . being
kind is a practice, and it’s hard. . . . What’s encouraging is that we can all
become more aware of our biases and try to be kinder.”279
There are now kindness initiatives and organizations, nationally and
internationally. A recent domestic example is the University of California,
Los Angeles (“UCLA”) “announced a global first: it would use a $20
million alumnus donation to start the UCLA Bedari Kindness Institute, an
interdisciplinary effort aimed at researching ways in which showing
kindness benefits both individuals and society.”280 Spreading healing and
cultivating kindness to oneself and others is “why Jennifer and Matthew
Harris wanted to start the Bedari Kindness Institute, named after the first
syllable of the names of their three children: Beckett, Dakota and Riley.”281
An international example is the World Kindness Movement,282 which is a
global, non-profit organization that was “crystallised at a conference in
Tokyo on 20th September 1997”283 and is dedicated “to inspire individuals
towards greater kindness by connecting nations to create a kinder
world.”284
III. CHRONIC REPEATED AMBIENT ACOUSTIC POLLUTION
(“CRAAP”)
Because CRAAP is what economists term a negative externality,285
there is a well-developed, voluminous law and economics literature about
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how to reduce CRAAP through various forms of policy responses,
including taxation; assigning and allowing trading of alienable, welldefined property rights; mandating informational disclosures; and nudging
people. The rest of this Section discusses what neoclassical, informational,
and behavioral law and economics have to contribute about how to
achieve legal, political, and social change and applies that research to
reducing NIHL and NIHHL due to CRAAP. It also advocates that the law
and economics literature incorporate and mathematically analyze the
social psychology notion of attitudes and explains how law can play a role
in changing people’s and society’s attitudes.

A. NEOCLASSICAL, INFORMATIONAL, AND BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS
A neoclassical welfare-economics approach due to economist Arthur
C. Pigou286 is to view negative externalities as the result of divergences
between private and social (marginal) costs.287 The Pigouvian solution to
negative externalities is to have the government impose taxes on activities
that generate negative externalities.288 This is the idea underlying carbon
taxes that are often discussed in the context of a policy response to global
climate change. The analogue in the context of CRAAP would be to
impose NIHL and NIHHL taxes to incentivize acoustic polluters to reduce
their generation of CRAAP. Taxing activities that generate CRAAP is an
attractive idea.289 However, implementation issues arise, including how to
determine the optimal tax level and the economic incidence of such
taxes—i.e., whether CRAAP-generating corporations are able to pass
forward such taxes to consumers or pass backward such taxes to
employees or suppliers. There is also the usual inefficiency of any tax,
including CRAAP taxes, distorting consumer choices at the margin.
A different neoclassical law and economics approach often
associated with the University of Chicago is what is known as the Coasian
bargaining approach or solution to negative externalities. Ronald H. Coase
was the Clifton R. Musser Professor Emeritus of Economics at the
286
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287
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University of Chicago Law School from 1964 until his death.290 Coase
received the 1991 Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in
Memory of Alfred Nobel, for Coase’s “discovery and clarification of the
significance of transaction costs and property rights for the institutional
structure and functioning of the economy.”291
In his famous article, The Problem of Social Cost,292 and another of
his articles, The Federal Communications Commission,293 Coase discusses
the landmark nuisance case of Sturges v. Bridgman.294 In this case,295 for
over thirty years, Bridgman had made sweets for sale in his kitchen, which
housed machinery in the form of two mortars that were very noisy during
their operation. Bridgman’s kitchen wall bordered the garden of a
physician Sturges’ property. Sturges decided to build a consultation room
in a small shed on the boundary of both properties. Loud noises from
Bridgman’s kitchen disrupted Sturges’ ability to use his medical practice’s
consultation room. Coase stated what has since become known as the
Coase theorem with these words: “With costless market transactions, the
decision of the courts concerning liability for damage would be without
effect on the allocation of resources.”296 Coase’s pivotal contributions to
the problem of social cost include observing the reciprocal nature of
negative externalities and stating that society’s objective should be “to
avoid the more serious harm.”297
Joseph Farrell, a modern information economic theorist, pointedly
observes that what has received much attention in the law and economics
literature is that Coase concludes “people can negotiate their way to
efficiency.”298 What has received much less attention is that Coase came to
that conclusion only under a counterfactual and strong assumption of a
world of zero transactions costs. Farrell notes “the popular simple view of
the Coase theorem is a tautology: that if bargaining and negotiation are
perfect (that is, produce perfect outcomes) then the outcomes are perfect.
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Actually, negotiation is far from perfect, even in the simplest
situations.”299 Farrell shares parenthetically: “I once tried to bribe some
noisy neighbors to be quiet, and the response was a puzzled and angry
rebuff.”300 Farrell emphasizes that negotiation “is especially imperfect in
the hardest problems—those with private information—where we are
most in need of good systems for resolving conflict.”301
Modern CRAAP causes difficult problems concerning private
information about current and future NIHL and NIHHL levels, which vary
across people at any given time and also are rife with uncertainty over
time. The significant number of parties involved, among other factors,
would render negotiations unwieldy—successful, let alone, Pareto
efficient, negotiated outcomes would be unrealistic. Thus, private
bargaining over the problem of CRAAP is not a solution with even as few
parties as two individuals, and certainly not for societies writ large.
For example, a long-running neighborhood dispute in the village of
Saint-Pierre-d’Oléron, on the Isle of Oléron, France over the early
morning crowing of a rooster (one of France’s national symbols) named
Maurice led to a recent court battle, 302 in which neighbors accuse Maurice
of noise pollution.303 This case is “a classic dispute, with noise problems
and city dwellers who do not understand,”304 and exemplifies “deeper
issues in contemporary society”305 including “that we no longer tolerate
each other.”306 A lawyer specializing in animal law told CNN “these kind
of issues are common.”307 A civil court in Rochefort, Charente Maritime
ruled in favor of Maurice’s owner, Corinne Fesseau, and ordered the
complaining neighbors “to pay €1,000 (about $1,100) in damages.”308
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This case became the subject of international headlines “and came to
symbolize the polarization between rural and urban France—particularly
because the neighbors who objected to his crowing are city dwellers and
only visit Saint-Pierre-d’Oléron a few times a year, according to
Fesseau.”309
If private negotiations are unlikely to solve the problems of CRAAP,
then how about mandating disclosures of the dangers of NIHL and
NIHHL? Such an informational-based policy is a regulatory favorite
because of its light touch. As the famous Chinese philosopher and founder
of Taoism, Lao-Tzu stated, “Govern big countries like you cook little
fish.”310 What is the meaning of this cryptic advice? “Presumably, this
means that you mostly leave them alone. Little fish are delicate, and if you
keep flipping them or fussing with them they fall apart . . . . One needs to
be mindful of the law of unintended consequences in governing and in
instituting economic policy.”311 The information economics philosophy
underlying mandated disclosure is that once people have information,
people will act in their own best self-interests. This is a particularly
decision-theoretic, rationalist view of how people act, which might be
descriptively accurate, especially of many economists and lawyers.
Unfortunately, because most people certainly today are inundated
with too much information to effectively process, people’s attention is a
scarce resource to be economized. As the 1978 recipient of the Sveriges
Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel,312
polymath Herbert Simon famously said, “[w]hat information consumes is
rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth
of information creates a poverty of attention, and a need to allocate that
attention efficiently among the overabundance of information sources that
might consume it.”313 In other words, the target audiences of disclosure
may not pay attention to such disclosures and thus may not act on
information disclosures. Behavioral economists Russell Golman, David
Hagmann, and George Loewenstein review a growing theoretical and
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experimental literature about information avoidance.314 Golman and
Loewenstein propose a theory about how people may have preferences
over acquiring or avoiding information.315
Michael Barsa,316 an environmental law scholar and early observer of
the limits of information economics, proposes a consciousness-raising role
for mandated disclosures,317 which differs from its alleged informationprovision role for consumers. Barsa’s clever alternative is that mandatory
disclosures can raise corporate awareness and would change corporate
behavior pro-socially in order to avoid having to make the mandated
disclosures. The idea is to harness competitive market economic forces
and unleash the profit motive to avoid anti-social corporate behavior
requiring disclosure. Barsa’s proposal uses corporate self-interest to
mitigate CRAAP. The genius of Barsa’s perspective is that while
individuals may have preferences to avoid information, corporations,
which are groups of people, have incentives to acquire information that is
relevant to profits. In fact, multiple groups of people within corporations
have the same incentives to acquire profit-relevant information, such as
the marketing division, office of general counsel, and public relations
department.
Frank Partnoy, noted author, and Adrian A. Kragen, University of
California, Berkeley Law School professor,318 succinctly wrote:
“Corporations kill people.”319 We simply would add that corporations also
can often deafen people. Mandatory disclosures about corporations’
CRAAP causing NIHL and NIHHL work as a form of transparency that
changes the behavior of the would-be-discloser to avoid being compelled
to disclose such acoustic “bad behavior.” This is precisely the type of role
for mandatory disclosure that Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis had
in mind when he famously said: “Publicity is justly commended as a
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remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of
disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”320
Barsa’s notion of the consciousness-raising role of law goes beyond
the law’s role in establishing and enforcing rules, and is also related to, yet
differs from an expressive role of laws.321 Raising consciousness about
something means drawing (more) attention to something, while a law’s
expressive role is about conveying a social meaning that alters or sustains
community or social norms. Although Barsa originally suggested his idea
in 1997, his notion of law raising consciousness is even more apropos in
an age of posts and tweets rapidly spreading ideas and memes online.
Especially in today’s digital world of social media and viral videos,
mandatory NIHL and NIHHL disclosures may incentivize corporations to
reduce—if not eliminate—their CRAAP. It is good business and
advantageous optics to be a corporation that does not generate CRAAP or
cause NIHL and NIHHL. Many of today’s most popular companies are socalled firms of endearment.322 For example, Apple offers accessible
technology.323 People can browse and share reviews about businesses on
the website deaffriendly.com. “Sign language restaurants, such as Signs,
Mozzeria, and Deafined, are gaining popularity by offering patrons a
‘Deaf dining experience,’ complete with deaf/HoH waitstaff.”324 A Burger
King in Oklahoma City fired an employee who refused to provide drivethrough service to a deaf mother, Rachel Hollis, with her two kids in her
car.325 Less than a month later, a Jack in the Box in Campbell, California
fired an employee who refused to provide drive-through service to another
deaf mother, ReVae Arnaud-Jensen, a single mother with one of her three
sons in her car, and mocked her for her deafness by pantomiming ASL and
laughing.326
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In August 2019, signed by CEOs of 181 companies, The Business
Roundtable announced (with much fanfare and press) a new statement on
the Purpose of a Corporation, shifting away from shareholder primacy to
include a commitment to all stakeholders (including customers,
employees, communities, and suppliers).327 Institutional investors issued a
statement in response, commenting that: “[a]ccountability to everyone
means accountability to no one.”328 A corporate law commentator argued,
on the other hand, that the Business Roundtable Statement on Corporate
Purpose is neither legally correct (because in Delaware, corporate boards
of directors are legally obligated by fiduciary duty to act in the best
interests of the shareholders) nor necessary (because if they believe taking
into account views or interests of customers, employees, communities, and
suppliers advances shareholders’ interests, then corporate boards of
directors already have the authority and power to do so).329 A current
volunteer director of the National Center for Access to Justice and a
retired corporate law firm partner, Jamie Gamble, however, believes that
his former clients’ employees, namely corporate executives, “are legally
obligated to act like sociopaths.”330 Michael Moore expressed a similar
sentiment in his documentary film, The Corporation.331 The Corporation
applied the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
Fourth Edition (“DSM-IV”)—a tool used by psychiatrists and
psychologists to diagnose psychiatric illness—to corporations;
unsurprisingly, he found that corporations display highly anti-social
psychopathic “personalities.”332
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One possible rationale behind the Business Roundtable Statement on
Corporate Purpose is that it was an attempt to preempt proposed federal
legislation. For example, Senator Elizabeth Warren’s bill, Accountable
Capitalism Act, 333 proposes a “constituency statute,” which would impose
a duty of “creating a general public benefit” on a corporate board of
directors, broadening a corporation’s stakeholders to include shareholders,
employees, and the environment, in addition to the long-term interests of
the enterprise.334
Barsa’s proposal that environmental law can raise corporate
consciousness is related to Professor Philip Harvey’s335 idea that economic
and social human rights are exemplars of aspirational law,336 such as the
notion from the U.S. Declaration of Independence that all people (and not
just men) “are created equal.” Similarly, in the iconic title sequence of the
original Star Trek science fiction television series,337 Captain James T.
Kirk, portrayed by actor William Shatner, says in an offscreen voiceover:
“Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.
Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds. To seek out new life
and new civilizations. To boldly go where no man has gone before!”338 In
the also iconic title sequence of the rebooted science fiction television
series, Star Trek: The Next Generation,339 Captain Jean-Luc Picard, as
portrayed by actor Patrick Stewart, says in an offscreen voiceover: “Space:
the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its
continuing mission: to explore strange new worlds. To seek out new life
and new civilizations. To boldly go where no one has gone before!”340
Standard (law and) economics, which includes neoclassical (law and)
economics and informational (law and) economics, assume that people
(behave as if they) maximize exogenously given, fixed preferences.341
Behavioral (law and) economics challenges this assumption and analyzes
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how and why governments and laws may change people’s preferences.342
The next section focuses on a particular type of endogenously determined
belief-dependent preferences, namely those which depend on people
wanting to feel pride from adherence to and compliance with (or wanting
to avoid feeling anxiety, embarrassment, guilt, remorse, or shame from
violation of and non-compliance with) endogenously determined social
norms.
B. ACHIEVING LEGAL, POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL CHANGE
In a fascinating book,343 the Director of Education at Mercy For
Animals—a national non-profit animal protection organization—and Nick
Cooney—the founder of The Human League—applied over eighty years
of psychology research to understand why individuals embrace some ideas
and resist others. His “book is about how to create change, particularly in
individuals. If you are seeking a more compassionate world, consider this
a psychological road map.”344 The field of behavioral economics applies
insights from cognitive and social psychology to analyze human economic
behavior. The field of behavioral law and economics applies behavioral
economics to analyze legal rules and institutions. Harvard Law School
Professor Cass Sunstein,345 —the Administrator of the White House Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs from 2009 to 2012—oversaw
federal regulations based upon behavioral economics designed to
influence choices about healthcare, spending, saving, investing, and
retirement planning.346
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In a recent book,347 Sunstein analyzes historical examples of social
changes to draw lessons about how to achieve change from the status
quo.348 He applies behavioral economics, psychology, and other
disciplines to examine how change happens by focusing on the role and
dynamics of social norms.349 He draws on the research of Timur Kuran,
professor of economics and political science, and Gorter Family Professor
of Islamic Studies at Duke University. Kuran developed a theory of
preference falsification, in which people hide their actual preferences
because they perceive social pressure to do so.350 An everyday example of
this ubiquitous phenomenon occurs when dinner guests tell their host that
they enjoy the food they actually think does not taste good. When people
falsify their true preferences to fit into perceived social norms,351 their
motivation is in part to avoid experiencing the negative feelings of
anxiety, embarrassment, guilt, or shame.352
Three economists—John Geanakoplos, David Pearce, and Ennio
Stacchetti—developed a theory of psychological games in which players’
utilities depend on what every player does, what players think other
players believe players will do, and other similar, higher order beliefs
about players’ behavior.353 Psychological games permit formal gametheoretic models of belief-dependent emotions, such as anger and
surprise.354 Professor Ho-Mou Wu, and the law professor co-Author of this
Article apply psychological game theory to mathematically analyze such
emotions in litigation as anger, pride, and vengeance.355 More relevantly to
this Article, they also apply psychological game theory to mathematically
analyze such emotions as discomfort, embarrassment, guilt, remorse, and
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shame.356 They mathematically analyze the maintenance of social order
through social norms, instead of laws. In their model, people are motivated
to comply with social norms to avoid feeling belief-dependent guilt about
norm violations.357 There are multiple psychological equilibria associated
with different social norms.358 Social norms can be sustained and upset by
a desire to preserve or save face.359
For example, compliance with social norms to gain or keep social
approval can strongly influence recycling behaviors. Social psychology
research finds that people are less likely to recycle things they perceive as
imperfect and more likely to throw them away.360 Additionally, a fear of
recycling incorrectly can commonly reduce recycling.361 Interestingly,362
norm entrepreneurs use that same desire for social approval to overcome
other common psychological recycling inhibitions.363 Harvard University
John F. Kennedy School of Government Albert Pratt Professor of
Business and Government and Academic Dean Iris Bohnet,364 applies
behavioral economics to provide concrete, workable proposals about how
to achieve gender equality by institutional design.365 Bohnet also discusses
how norm entrepreneurs can shape organizational norms.366
Sunstein discusses cigarette smoking as an example of where
“revisions in norms can result in large-scale changes in an astoundingly
short time, including legal reforms, which can entrench and fortify those
revisions.”367 How quickly social norms can change is exemplified by the
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change in social norms about cigarette smoking in the United States
generally368 and among adolescents particularly.369 Sunstein discusses the
sharp decline in cigarette smoking among adolescent African-Americans
during the early 1990s due, apparently, to the social meaning of cigarette
smoking changing from cool, attractive, rebellious, and independent to
dirty, willing to be duped, gullible, and gross.370 Sunstein also explains
how rebels can serve as norm entrepreneurs.371
An illustration of how “rebel norm entrepreneurs” can rapidly
influence the change of social norms is a memorable scene from the
movie, 13 Going on 30,372 in which Jennifer Garner’s character Jenna Rink
starts dancing to Michael Jackson’s song, Thriller,373 and is joined by
Mark Ruffalo’s character Matty Flamhaff. Others join in quickly because
dancing has all of sudden become “cool” to do and the dance floor fills
up.374 In just a matter of mere moments, the social norm in that room had
gone from standing around to dancing to Thriller on the dance floor.
A 2017 Pew Foundation report states that:
Noise is “the new secondhand smoke issue,” said Bradley
Vite, an anti-noise advocate who pushed for regulations in
Elkhart, Indiana, that come with some of the nation’s
steepest fines. “It took decades to educate people on the
dangers of secondhand smoke. We may need decades to
show the impact of secondhand noise.”375
The first comprehensive review of research that linked lung cancer
and other diseases to smoking tobacco was the 1964 Surgeon General’s
Report, Smoking and Health,376 which changed public debate about
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smoking from a consumer choice issue to a public health issue.377 There is
now a considerable amount of clinical and empirical medical data
demonstrating that regular exposure to secondhand smoke causes grave
(pun intended) health consequences. 378 For example, one study found that
regular exposure to secondhand smoke led to approximately 50,000 deaths
per year in America; annual direct costs—including treatment of
disabilities and medical conditions—of $4.98 billion; annual indirect
costs—including wages, fringe benefits, and services lost from disability
and premature mortality—of $4.68 billion; and an increase of 22 percent
in lung cancer risk, 41 percent in cervical cancer risk, 44 percent in asthma
risk, and 83 percent in chronic pulmonary disease risk.379 The complete
and quite intricate history of how American society decided to legislate
that airplanes, bars, pubs, restaurants, hospitality venues, malls, public
spaces, and workplaces are to be smoke-free380 is a fascinating and pathdependent case study in legal, political, and social change.381 The contested
path from the scientific research providing clinical and empirical medical
data concerning the health risks of secondhand cigarette and tobacco
smoke382 to legal action and regulations was long and tortious.383
Along that protracted road, there was determined, organized, and
well-funded corporate resistance from the cigarette and tobacco industries
to smoke-free policies.384 Public policy towards,385 including, but not
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limited to, the regulation of smoking raises a number of theoretical and
empirical issues implicating neoclassical and behavioral law and
economics.386 The history and political economy of how America came to
arrive at our current legal, political, and social stances towards secondhand
smoke is one to study and learn from, if not heed. It is worth remembering
that the struggle against secondhand smoke took many years and was only
successful after much effort against concerted, deep-pocketed, and
hypocritical corporate opposition.
Moreover, Americans today are free to smoke cigarettes and tobacco
in their homes and cars because there is no legal prohibition against selfharm from primary smoke inhalation. In fact, the American Civil Liberties
Union (“ACLU”) is against “bans on smoking, drinking, diet, and hobbies
in a person’s own home.”387 In other words, the ACLU opposes bans on
firsthand smoke. The ACLU supports banning smoking “in public
buildings, in the workplace, or in locations where non-smokers may be
subjected to secondary smoke”388 including for example an outdoor pool
area of a condominium.
Even today, unlike America, most European and Asian countries
have not mandated smoke-free areas to mitigate the harmful effects of
secondhand smoke. In fact, smokers in those countries smoke freely in
public without social shaming. This difference is quite notable and striking
to American tourists abroad. Why these countries did not ban public
smoking is a fascinating comparative law question that would take us too
far afield to attempt to answer. We turn instead now to consider a variety
of possible ways to reduce NIHL and NIHHL today.
C. MITIGATING NIHL AND NIHHL THROUGH CHANGING ATTITUDES
On one level, this Article is a wake-up call for hearing society to be
(more) mindful of deafness, NIHL, and NIHHL. We hope to convince
hearing people to pay attention to issues related to deafness, NIHL, and
NIHHL. As a 1972 recipient of the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic
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Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel,389 Kenneth Joseph Arrow
insightfully stated “the real value of putting an item on the agenda”390 is
that once an item is on the agenda it has in a very real sense arrived and
can no longer be ignored because it now commands attention and
discussion as a bona fide, full-fledged part of the agenda. Arrow was
referring to how passage of the federal law that is known as the
Employment Act of 1946,391 “amounted to nothing more than a statement
that full employment was at last on the Federal agenda; and many felt that
this was a hollow victory indeed. But those who opposed it so violently
were not deceived; in the long run, this recognition was decisive.”392
Similarly, we are placing deafness, NIHL, and NIHHL on the agenda of
law professors, at the very least, and hopefully society-at-large.
On methodological and theoretical levels, this part of the Article
introduces the idea that informal law and economics discussions, as well
as formal law and economics analytical models, incorporate the social
psychological concept of attitudes and suggest laws be a vehicle to
influence and change attitudes.393 “In psychology, an attitude refers to a set
of emotions, beliefs, and behaviors toward a particular object, person,
thing, or event. Attitudes are often the result of experience or upbringing,
and they can have a powerful influence over behavior. While attitudes are
enduring, they can also change.”394 Attitudes have these three components,
known as the “CAB” or the ABC’s of attitudes: Cognitive (beliefs and
thoughts), Affective (emotions and feelings), and Behavioral (actions and
behaviors).395
Mathematically, attitudes are ordered triplets: ATT = (A, B, C),
where ATT stands for an attitude and A stands for a vector measuring the
intensities and valences of certain emotions; B stands for a vector
measuring the magnitudes of relevant behaviors or choices; and C stands
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for a vector measuring the levels of certain beliefs and thoughts. As the
reader can see, attitudes can be high dimensional variables. Notice that a
model about attitudes generalizes psychological games,396 by setting A =
belief-dependent emotions; B = strategy choices in the game; and C =
beliefs about strategy choices. A companion paper about the law and
economics of attitudes,397 mathematically formally analyzes and models
how equilibrium attitudes are determined endogenously and how law can
influence and change attitudes.398 For now, we note that attitudes can be
implicit (unconscious) or explicit (conscious).399 Examples of attitudes
(that might be familiar to lawyers and law professors)400 are those that the
well-known Implicit Association Tests measure.401 For law and
economics, the psychological construct of attitudes is related to, and yet
differs from, preferences, probability beliefs (over payoff-relevant states
or players’ strategies), and choices. This Article advocates that societies
can and should consider designing laws and policies to influence and
change people’s attitudes, and in so doing, influence and change their
behavior. Law and economics can and should incorporate and study how
to encourage and foster caring,402 compassion,403 empathy,404 and
fairness.405
Throughout his book, Sunstein illustrates his account of how change
happens with numerous examples of, and references to, sudden changes
about environmentalism and ethnic, racial, sexual, and sexual orientation
discrimination. NIHL and NIHHL induced by exposure to CRAAP have
396
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analogies to environmentalism as well as to ethnic, racial, sexual, and
sexual orientation discrimination. CRAAP-caused NIHL and NIHHL
stems from pollution of a certain aspect of our environment, namely
sound. In the intentional torts case of Leichtman v. WLW Jacor
Communications, Inc.,406 the defendant Andy Furman—a radio talk show
host—blew cigar smoke in the face of the plaintiff, Ahron Leichtman, a
guest on the show and a self-proclaimed, nationally-known anti-smoking
advocate. The trial court dismissed Leichtman’s complaint and Leichtman
appealed, claiming that the facts he alleged demonstrate an assault.
Relying on the allegation that Furman desired to cause an offensive
contact, the appellate court reversed and remanded for trial. The appellate
court found there was battery based on smoke being “particulate matter”
that came in contact with the plaintiff’s face. In this case, there was no
evidence of harm in the sense of physical detriment, but there was injury
in the sense of an invasion of a legally protected interest.
In the case of NIHL and NIHHL, the sound waves of noise come in
contact with listeners’ ears and there is physical damage to nerve cells in
those listeners’ ears. In this sense, CRAAP causes mass torts. Because the
Environmental Protection Act of 1990 defines noise nuisance to be “an
unlawful interference with a person’s use or enjoyment of land or some
right over it, or in connection with it,” road noise by definition can’t be a
noise nuisance.407 “Noise is subjective: people have different thresholds of
what they’re able to withstand. It’s also intimately entwined with social
relations. People tend to be more irritated by noises that come from
unpredictable human sources (loud music, loft conversions . . . ) than
predictable impersonal ones (roads).”408 It is crucial to remember that the
law is just one of multiple possible ways to achieve sustainable change.
More generally, Haben Girma—the first Deafblind person to
graduate from Harvard Law School—explained, ‘“suing people is one way
to create change,’ but providing education and training, on what it means
to have an accessible website and app, ‘is also a powerful way to create
change.’”409 NIHL and NIHHL are related to discrimination against people
with hearing loss, whether it be from birth or later in life. People who are
406
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deaf or have hearing loss often face discrimination in education,
employment, medical care, criminal justice, and cultural opportunities.410
Those who are deaf or have hearing loss are likely often denied admission
to institutions of higher education; fail to be hired or promoted; experience
a medical misdiagnosis; face wrongful arrest; and may not have access to
concerts and theaters.411 Some of these adverse outcomes may not be the
result of any animus or malice, but rather result from laziness or a desire
to not be bothered.412 Unfortunately, even today, audism is rampant, where
audism “is the belief that those with the ability to hear are superior or
‘normal.’”413
Audism is a form of ableism, which is “the belief that people with
disabilities are inferior to the nondisabled.”414 Girma’s recent book,
Haben: The Deafblind Woman Who Conquered Harvard Law,415 describes
her incredible life story. She recounts her experience in college when she
asked the Bon Appetit cafeteria manager to provide menus in Braille or
some other accessible format.416 Girma was told the cafeteria staff was too
busy to do this, that is, until Girma did some research on the ADA and
informed the manager of her legal rights.417 All of a sudden, the Bon
Appetit staff was no longer too busy to comply with the law, apologized
(with a “peace offering” of warm chocolate chip cookies), and made their
menus accessible. As Girma cogently observes, reframing “the access
barrier as a civil rights issue rather than an act of charity helped shift the
culture in the cafeteria.”418
When Bill, a blind student, attended the same college the following
year, he did not have to complain to obtain accessible menus. 419 Girma,

410
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thus, learned that her advocacy could help others and that attending law
school would empower her to do so. 420 Today, “Girma is a disability rights
lawyer, author, and public speaker”421 who advocates for equal
opportunities for people with disabilities. Girma “combines her knowledge
of law, sociology, and technology to teach organizations the benefits of
fully accessible products and services. Her insights help to expand our
thinking, creating lasting positive change among people and
communities.”422 President Obama named Girma a White House
Champion of Change,423 and President Clinton, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau all have also
honored Girma.424 Girma was bestowed with the Helen Keller
Achievement Award and a spot on Forbes 30 Under 30 list.425 Her “work
has been featured in the Financial Times, BBC, NPR, GOOD Magazine,
the Washington Post, and more.”426
The stories that Girma includes in her book teach readers about
ableism “and what we all can do to remove ableism from society and
create more opportunities for people with disabilities.”427 Girma “defines
disability as an opportunity for innovation.”428 Girma’s book also includes
a wonderful resource, A Brief Guide to Increasing Access for People with
Disabilities,429 in which she details why organizations should invest in
accessibility;430 how organizations can be more accessible;431 how society
and the media should discuss disability and promote positive disability
stories;432 examples of positive messages about disability;433 how to avoid
of negative messages about disability;434 positive disability storytelling
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practices;435 how to create accessible digital content;436 and other
organizational resources.437 Girma starts off her Brief Guide to Increasing
Access for People with Disabilities as follows:
All of our bodies change over time. We all deserve
dignity and access at every stage in our lives. Most people
will need to seek accessibility solutions at some point,
whether for a family member, a colleague, or for oneself.
Disability is part of the human experience. We all need to
engage in the work to make our world accessible to
everyone. Inclusion is a choice.438
The above quote is reminiscent of this sentence from an opinion
about private securities fraud litigation by Supreme Court Justice William
Rehnquist: “we deal with a judicial oak which has grown from little more
than a legislative acorn.”439 Both quotes remind us that people and things
are not static, people and things change, sometimes with the mere passage
of time, other times in reaction to events and other people and things.
Hearing loss is most likely in everyone’s future, if not their present. It is
only a matter of the degree or extent of hearing loss—not whether loss
will occur. Many, in particular law professors and lawyers, too often
forget that humans are not disembodied minds, but rather are brains inside
fragile bodies that inevitably depreciate, deteriorate, and ultimately fail us.
Moreover, people’s attitudes towards deafness and hearing loss affect their
own and other people’s life experiences and subjective well-being. Both
audism and ableism are attitudes that are non-inclusive and harmful. Law
can play a powerful role in eradicating both the attitudes of audism and
ableism.
In many communities, the prevailing view, perhaps unspoken, is that
people who are deaf or have hearing loss are inferior or “abnormal,”
instead of an inclusive perspective and welcoming attitude that individuals
who are deaf or have hearing loss “are capable of everything hearing
people can do except hear.”440 Approximately 15 percent of American
adults report some hearing loss and that percentage increases to 25 percent
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of Americans over the age of 65.441 It is simply good business, perceptive
optics, and savvy public-relations to not produce CRAAP, which causes
additional NIHL and NIHHL.
Not only do NIHL and NIHHL implicate discrimination against deaf
and HoH people, whether it be from birth or later in life, NIHL and
NIHHL also raise concerns about intersectionality,442 a term Columbia law
school Isidor and Seville Sulzbacher Professor of Law and UCLA School
of Law Distinguished Professor of Law Kimberlé W. Crenshaw coined.
For example, Kelly’s mother is a Deaf and Hispanic woman, so she faces
three possible sources of discrimination. As with the intersectionality of
all social identities, such as gender, nationality, race, sexual orientation,
and class, the resulting combination of discrimination sources can be
interdependent, overlapping, and super-additive, amounting to more than
the sum of the individual prejudices. A pair of married epidemiologists,
Kate Pickett and Richard Wilkinson, in their book, The Inner Level,443
“cite extensive statistical evidence that unequal societies are responsible
for less fulfilling personal lives, and in turn harm public health, scupper
educational progress, increase crime and lower life expectancy.”444 Their
book demonstrates
pretty much any social problem worsens the more unequal
a society is. U.S. studies have shown that the more
economically divided and racially segregated a city is, the
louder it is for everyone – even the comparatively
advantaged. It’s also true that the more disadvantaged you
are, the louder your life will be, creating what researchers
term a “double jeopardy” effect.445
Both of this Article’s co-Authors have a strong independent streak
and value our individual personal autonomy. We often think or even say,
“you’re not the boss of me.” For people like us, which include many
441
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Americans,446 paternalism can back-fire and nudges can be perceived as
shoves. We believe that humor offers a non-confrontational medium to
provide information and perhaps help people (and corporations) to become
(more) aware of CRAAP, NIHL, and NIHHL. “If you can make someone
laugh, you can make someone listen.”447 For example, in Iowa, on
interstate I-80 west there were amusing periodic overhead highway signs
that read: “Rubber Cement Seatbelt or Glue / Which One is Holding You /
Over 200 Traffic Deaths This Year.” Another example is that on a
Hyundai Ioniq, equipped with the Driver Warning Attention (“DAW”)
system,448 there will appear on the driver LCD display a message that
states: “Consider taking a break” with an icon of a simmering coffee
cup,449 which appears in conjunction with a warning that sounds if the
driver’s attention falls below a certain level the car is monitoring.450
In the context of this Article, we believe the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (“HHS”), NIH, and NIDCD can and should
produce an entertaining, one-minute public service YouTube video (that
viewers can skip after 5 seconds) with animation or cartoon infographic
about CRAAP causing NIHL and NIHHL. Alternatively, HHS, NIH, and
NIDCD can sponsor a contest where anyone can submit fun public service
message videos by and/or for kids displaying the benefits of covering your
ears using your hands if you are subjected to CRAAP. Perhaps a cartoon,
comic strip, or animated video showing: “This is your brain stressed by
chronic exposure to loud noises.” In the 1980s, the Partnership for a DrugFree America produced an amusing and memorable video,451 where a man
said: “this is your brain” while picking up an egg. He then says: “this is
drugs” as he points to a frying pan on a burner. He cracks the egg on the
rim of the frying pan and says: “this is your brain on drugs . . . any
questions,” as he picks up the pan with the egg being fried. Public school
newspapers or blogs could feature human interest stories about deafness

446
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and hearing loss. Such stories could feature hyperlinks to celebrity
spokespeople, such as Matt Maxey, Chance the Rapper, or Marlee Matlin
signing in ASL.
Currently, there is variation among states in their Medicaid hearing
aid coverage for older adult beneficiaries. 452 There are compelling reasons
why state Medicaid programs should cover hearing aids for adults.453 We
strongly advocate that Congress revise Medicare454 to, and mandate private
health insurance to, offer affordable coverage of hearing aids, cochlear
implants, and hearing loss testing. The average retail price of a pair of
hearing aids in 2013 was $4,700 and thus unaffordable for many people.455
The Over-the-Counter Hearing Aid Act of 2017 (as part of the Food and
Drug Administration Reauthorization Act of 2017) made available over
the counter hearing aids that are “intended to be used by adults to
compensate for perceived mild to moderate hearing impairment.”456 These
types of hearing aids are intended to be similar to basic reading glasses
that are also available over the counter without a prescription. Recently, a
professor at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law at the College of William
& Mary told Peter there are cork floors in their library to absorb noise.
Government regulators might consider adopting or changing building
codes or construction requirements to reward or subsidize usage of sound
proofing or noise reduction materials.
Federal, state, and local governments can follow Phoenix, Arizona’s
example where to dampen noise pollution, more than 200 miles of
highways have been resurfaced utilizing a concrete mix that contains more
than 6,000 recycled old tires per mile of rubberized four-lane highway.457
The majority of highway noise is actually due to tires rolling on roads,
instead of exhaust or engine noise.458 Traditional concrete grooves that
drain water run across roads, while quieter concrete grooves run with
452
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traffic and in so doing reduce highway noise by 5.8 decibels, which is the
sound equivalent of a 70 percent reduction in traffic.459 Texas is testing a
“quiet concrete” on two highways, where “the $12.4 million project is
aimed at replacing concrete sound barriers that won’t be needed because
highway traffic will be quieter.”460
The federal government should fund basic and applied research to
find innovative ways to reduce highway traffic noise.461 For example,
a team of scientists from NYU, working with
collaborators at Ohio State University, have launched a
first-of-its-kind comprehensive research initiative to
understand and address noise pollution in New York and
beyond. The project—which involves large-scale noise
monitoring—leverages the latest in machine learning
technology, big data analysis, and citizen science
reporting to more effectively monitor, analyze, and
mitigate urban noise pollution. Known as Sounds of New
York City (SONYC), this multi-year project has received
a $4.6 million grant from the National Science Foundation
and has the support of City health and environmental
agencies . . . . The SONYC project will work closely with
city agencies and industry in both research and
implementation. Identifying noise events and designing
and testing data-driven interventions will be done in
cooperation with the New York City Department of
Environmental Protection. The New York City
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene will work with
the team on using SONYC to study the public health
effects of noise. 462
Federal, state, and local governments may consider zoning
regulations based on acoustic sound decibel levels and perhaps mandating
or subsidizing construction of low-noise housing communities or “serene”
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residential zones. For example, local ordinances typically prohibit jet
airplanes from landing or taking off during night hours.463 Zoning
authorities can take into consideration CRAAP in promulgating
regulations. Construction and interior design can mitigate NIHL and
NIHHL. For example, Peter had to stay overnight at the LAX airport and
was pleasantly surprised at how effective the soundproofing was at the
Hyatt Regency hotel, which is adjacent to LAX with guestrooms with
“double-paned, soundproof windows and blackout Roman shades.” When
Peter stayed at the conference hotel of the 2019 Midwestern Behavioral
Law and Economics Association annual meeting at Villanova University
Charles Widger School of Law and the John F. Scarpa Center for Law and
Entrepreneurship to present this article, he took a photo with his cellphone
of a sign by the elevator that read:
The
Radnor
Hotel
Quiet Time
Between the Hours 10:00 PM - 8:00 AM
In consideration for all our guests we ask that
Quiet Time hours be observed.
After a long day of travel, business, or
pleasure, our guests look forward to a restful
evening.
Thank You and enjoy your stay with us.464
Another hotel had this similar sign posted by an elevator: “To ensure
an enjoyable stay for all our guests. The Holiday Inn Express & Suites
Broomfield strictly enforces a one strike policy on reported noise
complaints from all guest rooms and hallways between the hours of
10PM-7AM.”465
Technological advances can also help reduce NIHL and NIHHL. For
example, older gas-powered leaf blowers rated at 75 decibels can impact
up to 15 times more households in densely populated neighborhoods than
newer battery-powered leaf blowers also rated at 75 decibels, because of
more sound energy production in the low-frequency noise range, which

463
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“goes through walls, cement barriers, and many kinds of hearingprotection devices.”466
We also support mandating informational disclosures and warnings
about NIHL and NIHHL for patrons, customers, and employees at
airports, construction sites, and dance clubs, as well as before rock
concerts, monster truck jams, air shows, and fireworks. Such mandatory
disclosure regulation may create new opportunities for entrepreneurial
businesses to sell designer fashion earplugs or noise canceling headphones
in assorted and attractive (possibly, pastel or tie-dyed) colors. Businesses
on the cutting-edge of reducing CRAAP, NIHL, and NIHHL may adopt
designated quiet areas or zones in certain spaces of airports, department
stores, museums, restaurants, schools, shopping malls, supermarkets, and
other places. These quiet spaces are analogous to quiet cars on Amtrak
trains that are cellphone-free or sections of libraries that are cellphonefree. For example, the professional National Football League (“NFL”)
team Philadelphia Eagles, in a partnership with the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia and KultureCity,® constructed inside the Eagles’ home
stadium a state-of-the-art sensory room “to accommodate fans and
families managing sensory challenges. They became the first NFL team to
create a fully dedicated sensory room inside their stadium.”467
KultureCity® is a non-profit organization dedicated to making
“environments inclusive for people with autism”468 and rethinking
accessibility to “create acceptance and inclusion for all individuals with
unique abilities.”469 A number of other NFL teams “will be considered
sensory-inclusive certified, meaning fans will have sensory bags available
if they need them. Sensory bags contain noise-canceling headphones,
fidget tools, verbal cue cards and weighted lap pads.”470
To forestall public regulation about maximum decibels of CRAAP,
private companies might voluntarily decide to decrease the volumes of
466
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elevator music, phone on-hold waiting music, and televisions in (car
dealership, hospital, and other types of) waiting rooms. Corporations may
decide that quiet is the default sound baseline, unless people explicitly and
specifically opt into hearing ambient sound or noise. The 2020 Hyundai
Palisade has a one-button Quiet Mode which turns off the speakers in the
third row of the SUV, “so that tired children can nap while the driver
listens to Lite Rock through the available Harman Kardon premium sound
system up front.”471 AppleCare phone support offers a choice of waiting
music: pop, classical, jazz, or silence! Crowd-sourced real-time Decibel
map cellphone mobile apps, such as iHEARu472 and the previously
discussed SoundPrint,473 allow individuals to search and report ambient
noise levels.
The European regional office of the World Health Organization
(“WHO”) warns that children chronically exposed to aircraft noise have
worse cognitive performance, lower well-being, reduced motivation,
higher blood pressure, and increased catecholamine hormone secretion.474
The European regional office of the WHO also estimates “at least one
million healthy life years are lost every year from traffic-related noise in
the western part of Europe.”475 America can and should learn from the
experience of the European Union (“EU”) adopting in 2000 the
Environmental Noise Directive (“END”) 2002/49/EC, which provides
information to the public about noise levels in their living environment
and assess and manage environmental noise.476 The END offered the EU
member states a shared and uniform way to avoid, mitigate, or prevent
harmful effects of environmental noise.477 In step one, the relevant
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authorities in the EU member states were required to produce strategic
noise maps for airports, major roads, railways and urban areas.478 In step
two, the relevant authorities in the EU member states had to inform and
consult with the public.479 In step three, the relevant authorities in the EU
member states reduce noise.480 “In 2009, the E.U. set noise guidelines of
40 decibels at night to ‘protect human health.’ And it said steady,
continuous noise in the daytime—such as the noise on highway—should
not exceed 50 decibels.”481 In contrast, America’s “Environmental
Protection Agency has said that noise below an average of 70 decibels
over 24 hours is safe and will not cause hearing loss. The National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health holds that noise registering
below 85 decibels will not cause hearing loss for workers exposed to loud
machinery.”482
It is important to remember the law has its limits.483 Unlike the
futuristic science fiction movie, Minority Report,484 where people can be
accused of future crimes they have not yet committed, present-day
societies cannot (successfully) legislate directly against animus, bigoted
attitudes, discriminatory beliefs, or prejudiced thoughts. Societies can only
indirectly legislate indirectly against animus, bigoted attitudes, intolerant
beliefs, or prejudiced thoughts by directly legislating against
discriminatory behavior. Anti-discrimination legislation not only makes
discriminatory behavior illegal, but it also expresses and reinforces a
social norm against discriminatory behavior. Society must learn that our
differences do not make society weaker, but instead strengthen it.
As the characters Dr. Miranda Jones, as portrayed by the actress
Diana Muldaur, and Spock, as portrayed by the actor Leonard Nimoy,
famously said in the classic science fiction series Star Trek: The Original
Series485 episode, Is There in Truth No Beauty?486 in their parting
conversation: Dr. Miranda Jones: “I understand, Mr. Spock. The glory of
creation is in its infinite diversity.” Mr. Spock: “And the ways our
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differences combine, to create meaning and beauty.” Dr. Jones is making
reference to a Vulcan philosophy known by its acronym IDIC, which
stands for Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations.
It represents a Vulcan belief (also Roddenberry’s belief)
that that beauty, growth, progress—all result from the
union of the unlike. And the symbol, a triangle
intersecting a circle, with a stone in the center, represents
this with unlike shapes—one smooth and one angular—
combining together with a gemstone in the middle, as the
union of words and music creates song, or the union of
marriage creates children. The circle can represent
infinity, nature, woman, etc.; the triangle can represent the
finite, art, man, etc.487
As Anaïs Nin,488 a French-Cuban American author said, “[w]e don’t
see things as they are; we see them as we are.”489 As sight is one of the
five senses, perhaps the above quote should be modified to: we don’t
perceive things as they are; we perceive them as we are. For example, one
of us, Peter, upon hearing or seeing SEC immediately thinks of the United
States Securities Exchange Commission,490 while (the University of
Alabama491) college football fans upon hearing or seeing SEC instinctively
think Southeastern Conference.492 It is thus important for all of us to
realize that we perceive reality through our personal blinders, filters, or
prisms and that others do the same.493
One way to remember this obvious point is to practice mindfulness,
which can help all of us when confronted with noisy restaurant diners.494
487
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University of San Francisco Law School professor Rhonda V. Magee
adapted contemplative practices to cultivate awareness of racial bias,495
known as Mindfulness-Based ColorInsight Practices.496 Magee wrote a
book detailing how practicing mindfulness can lead to, nurture, and
sustain racial and social justice.497 Practicing mindfulness also has been
found to reduce implicit age and racial bias,498racially discriminatory
behavior,499 affective forecasting biases,500 sunk-cost bias,501 and
unwillingness to accept inequitable or unfair outcomes.502 It would be of
interest to learn if practicing mindfulness can reduce audism and ableism.
A particular type of mindfulness practice known as LKM
meditation,503 uses “words, images, and feelings to evoke a loving
kindness and friendliness to oneself and others.”504 Neuroscientific
research demonstrates “that mindfulness and kindness actually alter the
behavior of genes, turning down those that promote inflammation, which
can lead to heart disease or certain cancers, and turning up the activity of
genes that protect against infections.”505 A large body of neuroscience
research finds numerous potential benefits to practicing LKM
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meditation,506 including decreasing implicit intergroup bias,507 increasing
brain matter,508 curbing self-criticism,509 diminishing posttraumatic stress
disorder,510 mitigating negative symptoms of schizophrenia spectrum
disorders,511 reducing chronic (lower back) pain,512 and even slowing
aging.513 The UCLA Mindful Awareness Research Center (“MARC”)514
developed a free smartphone app called UCLA Mindfulness,515 which
includes (in English and some Spanish) guided meditations, fostering
mindfulness, kindness, and well-being. It also has podcasts about
equanimity, loving kindness, mindfulness, and (self-) compassion.516
To practice LKM meditation, the specific words can vary and simply
convey a set of caring, loving, and kind sentiments that start with yourself;
then someone dear to you; someone who you feel neutral towards;
someone toward whom you feel animosity; and finally to all (carbonbased) living beings:
May I be filled with lovingkindness
May I be held in loving kindness. . .
May I feel connected and calm. . .
May I accept myself just as I am. . .
May I be happy. . .

506
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May I know the natural joy of being alive. . .
May you be filled with lovingkindness
May you be held in loving kindness. . .
May you feel connected and calm. . .
May you accept myself just as I am. . .
May you be happy. . .
May you know the natural joy of being alive. . . .517
Another way to bridge our idiosyncratic perceptions is of course
through translation. However, a drawback of this method is that much can
be lost in translation. An AT&T wireless television commercial, OK:
Translator,518 depicts a meeting where an Asian businessman hired a “just
OK” translator to communicate with some Dutch businesspeople. That
translator mistakenly translates “tell him we’re flexible,” as “this man is
very bendy,” and translates “tell him we need this merger,” as “he says he
needs a hug.”
KODA and CODA can be more than just OK translators between the
deaf and hearing communities. KODA and CODA can also be private
rebel norm entrepreneurs who help change social norms and societal
attitudes towards deafness and hearing loss. Because they are part of the
deaf and hearing communities and cultures, KODAs and CODAs are
uniquely qualified to lead the deaf and hearing communities into forming
a more harmonious and stronger union.
Neuroscience and positive psychology research suggest practical
ways to overcome prejudices and move towards a future in which people
celebrate and embrace differences.519 For example, Susan Fiske—the
Eugene Higgins Professor of Psychology at Princeton University—has
conducted social psychology and neuroscience research showing how the
social dynamics and forces of competition, cooperation, and power can
exacerbate or inhibit discrimination, prejudice, and stereotyping.520 People
find it cognitively less demanding to categorize others, especially by such
observable attributes as deafness or hearing loss, than it is to learn about
517
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others as individuals because learning about others requires motivation.521
Fiske’s research demonstrates that being teammates or having to depend
on another motivates people to go past stereotyping.522 Other studies also
find that increasing social interactions with diverse groups, particularly
working together face-to-face in shared activities, reduces bias.523 KODAs
and CODAs can help deaf and hearing work together and come to
appreciate others as individuals with much in common as opposed to
members of groups who differ in their degrees of hearing.
ASL is a wonderful and fun language for the hearing to learn and the
hearing community can and should be more acceptive and inclusive of the
d/Deaf community. All of us benefit in cognitive, emotional, and
psychological ways from promoting diversity. The d/Deaf and hearing
cultures and communities have much to offer each other and are stronger
together than apart. Audism and ableism hurt not only those discriminated
against; they also hurt society.
IV. CONCLUSION

This Article has analyzed the looming public health crisis of many
Americans having NIHL and NIHHL due to CRAAP. This Article
detailed the clinical and empirical medical data about CRAAP causing
NIHL and NIHHL. It considered the normative implications of that data in
American society today and in the future. By applying neoclassical,
informational, and behavioral economics, this Article advocates legal
policies to raise political awareness and social consciousness about
deafness, NIHL, and NIHHL. In particular, this Article introduced the
social psychology idea of attitudes into the law and economics literature as
worthy of study and levers for law and policy to act upon in achieving
individual and societal behavior change.
Ultimately and fundamentally, this Article advocates changing
hearing people’s attitudes and thinking about deafness and hearing loss.
We fully appreciate that deafness and hearing loss are related, yet differ. A
mathematical view is that deafness and hearing are opposite endpoints of a
continuum of hearing capabilities. Hearing loss moves one along that
spectrum away from hearing towards deafness. Because one can view

521
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deafness as having 100 percent hearing loss, the notions of deafness and
hearing loss are related and often conflated. We, therefore, believe
changing people’s attitudes towards, and social norms about, hearing loss
are related to changing people’s attitudes towards, and social norms about
deafness.
We hope to have changed how readers of this Article view deafness,
from the dominant view that deafness or hearing loss is a biological
handicap to a more inclusive view that people who are d/Deaf or have
hearing loss happen to communicate in a visual language, namely ASL.
Just as those who communicate in another spoken language are not
perceived as being disabled or handicapped, the same should apply to
those who happen to communicate by signing in ASL. Ironically, some
individuals often do speak louder and even shout when attempting to
communicate with another individual who does not speak their language.
In non-U.S. countries, most people speak English as a second language
(and mathematics as a third language, that of science and commerce).
Unfortunately, many Americans speak neither a second nor a third
language. As an additional language, even babies can learn to sign in ASL
before they can learn to speak other languages.
Being d/Deaf or having hearing loss only becomes a socially
constructed disability and economically determined handicap when
hearing people are not inclusive and not supportive. Audism leads to
implicit, if not explicit, bias and discrimination against d/Deaf people and
people with NIHL and NIHHL. Such discrimination harms all people
because it robs corporations, organizations, and society of the cognitive
diversity that d/Deaf people and people with hearing loss provide.524 Being
able to communicate in ASL can offer a competitive advantage in certain
situations, such as those depicted in the fictional drama, scary, thriller
movie A Quiet Place.525 After all, you just never know what our future
may hold (there already is a forthcoming sequel, namely A Quiet Place:
Part II).526
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Haben Girma observed that she paradoxically is highly visible and
yet also invisible,527 because she is “a black woman with a dog and strange
computer”528 meaning people will stare at her and yet many people
including those who stare at her will also avoid interaction with her based
on the assumption that she has nothing of value to contribute.529 Women
generally occupy a similarly confounding position of being extremely
visible physically, yet often highly invisible in a world that men design for
other men due to gender data bias.530 Carolina Criado Perez—an awardwinning author and feminist campaigner—exposes how there is a gender
data gap that is the root cause of perpetual, systemic discrimination against
half the human race, namely women.531 Perez explains how much our
world is designed by men for other men, including automobile crash-test
dummies, cellphone apps, construction site equipment, fitness monitors,
health-monitoring trackers, office temperature settings, personal protective
body equipment and gear, research about carcinogenic chemical
occupational exposures, restrooms, smartphone sizes, smartwatch sizes,
and voice-recognition software.532 In doing so, Perez “details how
women’s perspectives and input have been absent in fields such as
technology, construction, emergency response, and vehicular safety; and
how that increases the risk of injury and death.”533 A modern mathematical
example of how a woman’s perspective contributes to cognitive diversity
is the path-breaking research in hyperbolic geometry by Latvian
mathematician Daina Taimina, whose crocheting background allowed her
to see and model hyperbolic planes and hyperbolic space.534 In 2012, the
American Mathematical Association awarded her book, Crocheting
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Adventures with Hyperbolic Planes,535 the prestigious Euler prize for “an
outstanding book about mathematics.”536
Jane Austen wrote: “The quarrels of popes and kings, with wars or
pestilences, in every page; the men all so good for nothing, and hardly any
women at all—it is very tiresome.”537 The same can be said more
generally, namely that all of us live in a world designed by and for the
hearing, the abled, and the seeing. There is a disability data gap that
corporations, organizations, and societies can, should, and must address to
change attitudes and behavior to improve all of our lives.
Audism was historically born out of ableist fear and ignorance and is
a present-day superstitious remnant of discrimination and prejudice. As a
society, we must strive to eliminate audism and ableism because those are
the ethical, healthy, and moral things to do. If we live long enough, all of
us will inevitably experience hearing loss due to aging. NIHL and NIHHL
are, however, endogenously determined by legal, political, and social
policies informed by individual and societal attitudes. We hope to have
convinced our readers that NIHL and NIHHL in the future are serious
public health issues we can and should do something about now. One way
to reduce audism and ableism is to change cultural beliefs and societal
attitudes to appreciate—and even celebrate—instead of merely tolerate our
differences.
We conclude by once again quoting Dr. Kelli Harding—a diplomat
of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology and board certified in
the specialty of psychosomatic (mind-body) medicine—who spent much
of her medical career in the ER at New York-Presbyterian Hospital: “be
kind. You never know what somebody else has going on. We can learn to
be more empathetic towards one another, and boy, do we need it right
now.”538 LKM meditation is a way to practice the good habits of caring,
compassion, kindness, inclusion, and tolerance—instead of the bad habits
of animus, bias, discrimination, intolerance, and prejudice.
Post Script: We completed our Article before the COVID-19
pandemic and its devasting health impacts. There is some preliminary
suggestive evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 virus responsible for the
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CPVID-19 pandemic may cause hearing loss.539 Additionally, ototoxicity
is a known side-effect from a number of the drugs proposed to treat
SARS-CoV-2.540
We note that reductions in some human activities due to COVID-19
dramatically reduced CRAAP,541 even diminished seismic noise so
drastically542 as to change how our planet moves,543 and possibly
decreased cardiovascular risk.544 Although this quiet period is already
fading,545 the rise in remote working546 and education,547 combined with

539
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the concomitant drop in driving may usher in a new age of more peace and
quiet, less din and noise.
It is too early to tell if humanity’s experiences with COVID-19 will
cause fundamental and transformative shifts in human behavior with
lasting impacts on reducing CRAAP, NIHL, and NIHHL. Erika Walker,
who is a postdoctoral research associate in environmental health at the
School of Public Health at Boston University,548 founded Community
Noise Lab to undertake research to help create “a more just and equitable
community soundscape.”549 Walker who believes that quiet should be a
human right, instead of a luxury for the wealthy, thinks the serenity
brought on by COVID-19 may set a new reference point of what quietness
there can be in our world.550 COVID-19 is a wake-up call and reminder
about other future public health crises, including the impending public
health problem of noise pollution. COVID-19 also teaches us important
lessons about gender balanced leadership and overcoming racism based on
fear and hate.551
Finally, we believe that COVID-19 can and should remind all people
of our commonality. The SARS-CoV-2 infects human hosts, regardless of
their age, class, (dis)abilities, education, ethnicity, gender, height, income,
political affiliation, religion. sexual orientation, status, and weight.552 Too
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often, we focus too much on our differences and too little on our
similarities and relationships to each other.553 As U.S. Senator from New
Jersey Cory Booker eloquently said, “The lines that divide us are nowhere
near as strong as the ties that bind us.”554
We are quite fragile carbon-based life forms. COVID-19 also
reminds us that our time on this planet we share is uncertain and finite. It
would be unfortunate to not utilize our precious time alive to improve the
world for all. For example, on September 23, 2020, the International Day
of Sign Language, Zoom announced new accessibility features to
facilitate ASL interpretation, including capabilities to pin and spotlight
multiple video screens at a time, thus keeping someone who is signing
alongside a speaker or on the main screen and always in view.555 These
features also benefit others such as law professors who now can a have a
panel of (up to nine) students on call during a Zoom class. This is an
example of how providing accessibility can have unintended social
benefits.
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